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FOREWORD

On behalf of the National Association for
Girls and Women in Sport, it is a pleasure to
communicate (even if indirectly) with you, the
people who utilize NAGWS Guides. We are
proud of our Guide. publications. Now, and
through. the long GWS "herstory," the Guides
have been the products of individuals with
sport expertise and a deep dedication to the
good off those who 'play. This is the timeless
promise o these little books. CAROLE A. OGLESBYWe are very proud of you, too. Your efforts NAGWS Presidenthave kept girls and women's sport programs
alive through the lean years and are now pro-
viding the energy and direction for the fastest
growth of sport programs ever. Your continued
use of the Guides proVides support to the en-
tire range of activities in which NAGWS is involved on behalf of you
and girls and women'everywhere. .

With commitment
to those who play:

in'that we never
change.

4 NAGWS VOLLEYBALL GUIDE



N4TIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR
GIRLS'AND WOMEN IN SPORT

The National Association for Girls and Women in Sport is a
nonprofit, educational organization designed to serve the needs of
participants, teachers, coaches, leaders and administrators in sports
programs for girls and women. It is one of seven associations of the
American .Alliance for Health, Physical Education, and Recreation.

Purpose

The purpose of the National Associatiori for. Girls and Women in
Sport is to foster the development of sports programs for the
enrichment of the life of the participant.

Beliefs

The National Association for Girls and Women in Sport Believes
that:

Sports are an integral pail of the culture in which we live...
Sports programs are a part of the total educational experience of

the participant when conducted in educational institutions.
Opporthnities for instruction and participation in sports appro-

priate to her ill level should be included in the experience of every
girl.

Sports skills iynd sports participation are valuable social and
recreational tool hich may be used to enrich the lives of women in
our society.

Competition and co eration may be demonstrated in all sports
programs, although the type and intensity of the competition and
cooperation will vary with the degree or level of skill of the
participants.

An understanding of the relationship between competition and
cooperation and the utilization of both within the accepted
frainework °l our satiety is one of the desirable outcomes of sports
participation.

Physical actAy is important in the maintenance of the general
health of the participant. . -

Participation in sports contributes to the 'development of self-
confidence and to the . establishment Of desirable interpersonal
relationships.

Functions

The National Association for Girls and Women in Sport pro-Motes
desirable sports programs through:

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR GIRLS AM O WOMEN ISPORT
lJ



1.. Formulating and Publicizing guiding principles and standards for
. the administrator, leader, official, and player:

2. Publishing and interpretingrules governing sports for girls andwomen.
43; Providing . the-meanslor 'training, evaluating, and rating officials.-

4.' Disseminating information .on .the "conduct of girls and women's
sports.

5. Stimulating; evaluating, and disseminating research in the field of
girls and women's sports.

6. CoOperating with allied groups interested in girls and women's
sports in order to formulate policies and rules that affect the
conduct of women's sporls.,
Providing opportunities for the development of leadership among
girls and women for the conduct of their sports programs.

6 NAGWS VOLLEYBALL GUIDE



STANDARDS IN SPOhTS FOR GIRLS AND WOMEN

Standards insports activities. or girls and women should be based
- upon the following: -

- 1; Sports activities for girls and women should be taught, coached,
and officiated by qualified women whenever and wherever
possible.

2. Programs 'should provide every .girl with a wide variety of
activities.

3. The results of competition should be' judged in terms of benefits
to the participants rather than by the winning of championships
or the athletic or commercial advantage to schools or organiza-
tions.

Health and Safety Standards for Players -
Careftil supervision of the health of all players must be providedby .

1. An examination by a qualified physician
2. Written* permission by a qualified physician after serious illness or

injury
3. Removal of players when they are injured or overfatigued or

show signs of emotional instability
4. -A healthful, safe, and sanitary environment for sports activity
5. Limitation of competition to a geographical area which will

permit players to return at reasonable hours; provision of safe
transportation.

General Policies

1. Select the members of all teams so that they play against those of
apiroximately the same ability and maturity.

2. Arrange the schedule of games and practices so as not to place
demands on the team or player which would jeopardize the

,educational objectives of the comprehensive sports program.
3. Discourage any girl from practicing with, or playing with, a team

for morethan one group while competing in that sport during the
same sport season.

4. Promote- social events in connection with all. forms of com-
petition.

SOURCES OF INFORMATION AND SERVICE

:All requests for information about services should be addressed,
to: Executive Secretary, National Association for Girls and Women
in Sport (NAGWS), AAHPER, 1,201-16th Street, N.W., Washington,
D.C. 20036. .
STANDARD IN SPORTS FOR GIRLS AND WOMEN
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NATIONAL COACHES COUNCIL
The National Cbaches Council was formed by the NAGWS

7'
(1) ,provide-a channel Of direct communication amopg coaches

at all educational levels
(2) assist in- the formulation and dissemination . of guiding

principles, standards. and policies for conducting cornpeti-
tive sports ptograms for girls and wompn -(3) keep members informed of current coaching techniques andtrends

(4) .sponsoi clinics and conferences in sports and coaching skills() provide input from coaches to USCSC sports committees
and representative assembly

(6) promote cooperative efforts with other sports-centeredorganizations "
(7) provide' a united body for positive political action in the

realm of girls and women% athletics.,

Academies for 10 sports have been established. (Note the appli-cation blank for specific listings.) Membership in each Academy is
°pewit() any coach of girls or women's sports or any.interested per-son. Annual dues for AAHPER members are $5.00 for one Acad-emy. Non - AAHPER' members pay $15.00 annually for member-
ship in one sport Academy. Membership for each additional Acad-einy is $2.00. The $10.00 non-membership fee maybe applied .atany time toward AAHPER membership.

Get involved . .. JOIN NOW.

$

f-
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NAGWS SPORTS GUIDES COMMITTEES
INTEREST INDICATOR

The NAGWS Sport Guidetommittee. is endeavoring to broaden
its base of personnel and to strengthen services to Guide readers. The
purpose of this form, is to offer readers an opportunity to join us in
meeting this need. Please complete this form and send it to the
Associate Guide Coordinator, Geri Polvino, Eastern Kentucky
University, Richmond, KY 40475. -

Name

Professional Address

City

'1'. Check the SpOrt
you:

State

Committee(s) which

_aquatics
._ Archery
_ Badminton
_Basketball
A_Bowling
_COmpetitive Swimming
_Cross- country Track
_Cross-couhtry Skiing .
_.,1 Diving

_fencing
_Field Hockey
_Flag Football
_Golf
_Gymnastics
_Lacrosse
_Orienteering
_Racquetball

ZIP Code

would. be .of interest to

Soccer
_L Softball
Speedbalt
_Squash
_Synchroniied Swimming
__Team Handball
_Tennis
__Track and Field, ,

Volleyball
_Water Polo

2. Would you like to serve as member of a Sports Guide Con(mittee
Of your interest? _Yes _No
-Would you consider submitting an article to a Guide Committee
as a prospective author? _Yes No
Possible topic or title

4. Can you suggest topics for articles which you would like to have
included in future Guides? (Please indicate sport.)

5. Are there others whom you would recommend for consideration
as possible committeemembers or authors? Please indicate below.
(Use additional paper, if necessary.)

'Name Sport(s)

Professional Address

City State Zip Code
Sports Committee Merrive Prospectiye Author (Check one)

NAGWS SPORTS GUIDES COMMITTEES INTEREST INDICATOR , 11
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NAGWS VOLLEYBALL RULES COMMITTEE*
1977-1978

ELAINE MICHAELIS, Chairperson, Brigham Young University,
289 Richards Bldg:, Provo, UT 84601 (1.976-1981)

MARTY ORNER, Rules Interpreter, Fullerton College, 321 E.
Chapman Ave., Fullerton, CA 92634 (1976-1981)

GERTRUDE JENNINGS, Representative of the Organization for
GWS State and bistrict Chairpersons, 145'Hilldale Rd., Lans-
downe, PA 19050 (1976-1978)

JEAN SPRUNT, Representative- of the Association for Intercol-
legiate Athletics for Women, Grossmont College, El Cajon, CA
92020 (1976-1978)

NINJA JORGENSEN, Representative of the National Coaches
Council, Glendale High School, Glendale, CA 90036 (1977-1979)

MARY RIDGWAY, Representative of Affiliated Boards of Officials,
Examinations and Ratihgs Chairperson, Box 19478, UTA Station,
Univ. of Ttxas, Arlington, TX-76019 (1977-1979)

DEBBIE CHIN, Representative of Affiliated Boards of Officials,
Principles and Techniques of Officiating Chairperson, Univ. of
New Haven, 300 Orange Ave., West Haven, CT 06516 (1978-

'' 1980)

NAGWS VOLLEYBALL RULES COMMITTEE*
1978-1979

ELAINE MICHAELIS, Chairperson, Brigham Young Umversit
2,89 Richards Bldg., Provo, UT 84601 (1976-1981) II

.

MARTY ORNER, \Rules Interpreter, Fullerton College, 321 `E*
Chapman Ave., Ffillerton, CA92634 (1976-1981)

NINJA JORGENSEN, Representative of the National Coaches'
Council, Glendale High School, Glendale, CA 90036 (1977-1979)

DEBBIE CHIN, Representative of Affiliated Boards of Officials,
Principles and Techniques of Officiating Chairperson, Univ. of
New Haven, 300 Oringe Ave., West Haven, CT 06516 -(1978-

. . 1980)

. Representative. of OSDC to be appointed 78-1980)
Representative 'of ABO, Examinations an atings to be appointed

(1979-1981) , .
Representative of AIAV to be appointed (1978-1980)

*The 1977-1978 Committee prepared the rules publishedn this Guide. The
1978-1979 Committee will prepare the rules fot the 1979-1980 Guide.

NAGWS VOLLEYBALL RULES C MMITTEES 13
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Preface to 1978179 Vo Iley10111 Rules

After one year using the international rules with the few NAGWS
modifications, the NAGWS Volleyball Rules Committee is pleased
with results of the decisidn to adopt the International Volleyball

ederation rules as NAGWS official rules.. The questionnaires-re-
ceived this past year with few exceptions were in favor of retaining
he international rules. Many of the projected advantages of adopt-

ing international rule4s have already become evident.
With the ongoing use of international rules, NAGWS will continue

to provide current interpretations;'hovver the rules should have
few changes until the next Olympic years

The NAGWS Volleyball Rules Committee has considered the re-
sults of the opinionnaire and has decided to adopt two modifications
of the international rules and thus provide more,appropriate rules
for an edicational setting. The substitution rules used in 1977-78
will become the NAGWS substitution rules. Coaching from the side-
line will be permitted unless it becomes disruptive..Coacyes are en-
couraged to use moderation in coaching from the sideline and re-
fraii from disrupting the process of the game.

her modifications have been approved to provide for a smooth
transition fromrprevious NAGWS rules to the international rules:

1. .Court diMensions previously used will be acceptable until
1980, the year the United States is to change to the emetri4
system. However, if marking tape can be used, the NAGWS
Rules Committee recoinmencfs the court be shortened by 6
inches on each end.

2. Uniforms meeting the standards requested, for play in 1976-
77 will be aeceptable until 1980. N that time older uniforms
shibuld be retired.

3. The duration of matches may be adjusted to the best 2 out of
3 games when circumstances limit the time available for
play. See Current Practices, page 75. ..

NAGWS continues to provide service to sport programs by 13-,

lishing the Volleyball Guide, with rules and officiating techni es,
through the NAGWS rules interineter, who will provide inte reta-
tions that are consistent with international interpretations, and
through rules and regulations for competition.

PREFACE TO 1978-79 VOLLEYBALL RULES1r 15



Summary of Volleyball Rules"
Changes for 197019

11. 'Rule '4, Article 3e liberalizes the international r4e;goventing
coaching'from outside the court: See also commentaries on Rule '
4, No. 8, .

2. Ride. 5, Article 2 is no longer a temporary modification of the
international subStitution rule, but is the official rule for NAGWS
competitio% The international substitution rule is included f r
informational purposes only. Paragraph d specifies the proced
to use in case of an injury when all players have entered the garr,e.
If an abnormal substitution is used for an injury, the inju d
player is lost only for that game. '
It is reommpaded that the commentaries of the rules be con-
sulted for additional claiification of the rules which were not
available preitiouily. See. the following commentaries for major
changes.

Rule k, No. 1 ceiling clearance outside the court is played with
rules governing the court area.

Rule 1, No. 3f the extension of the center line is treated the
same as the center line.

Rule 1, No 7d teams change benches after each game and after
8 poirits of the deciding game..

Rule 2, 7 inadvertent contact of the net by the hair is not penal-
ized. , . . ,

Rule 2, 8-9 touching Obstructions o utside the court to avoid a
violation it'penalized. .

Rule 4, No..8 defines disruptive. codhlig which should be penal-
ized.

Rule 4, 9d indicates a warning is givein before a penalty for a
wrong position entry, a 4th entry .by a p,U.- ye'ror a 13th sub-.
stitution.

Rule 4, 9f identifies the referee is responsible for conduct of the
players.

Rule 5 2 specifies jewelry and supportive materials which must
be removed.

Rule 4, 3b clarifies that. the 12 playerlimit m ay be modified
for local play but is enforced for AIAW regional and national
competition.

Rule 5, No. 4 clarifies substitution procedures andlow to hand
_ incorrect substitutions.

Rule 6,'No. 4 allows the coach to ask for information concerning
the number of substitutions and time-outs.

16 7 ry NAGWS VOLLEYBALL GUIDE



Rule 6, No. 7 clarifies what to do if the .captaihis removed from
the game since the captain, is the only player who may ad-
dress the officials

Rule 8 2h recommends the referee remain on the stand except to
handle special circumstances.

Rule 12, 3g specifies tllat the two-minute interval begins when
the umpire verifies that the fifteenth point has been recorded.

Rule ,13, No. .12-13-clarifies the 5-second count lor.serviee as it
affects a retoss or a wrong server.

Rtile 13, No: 15 defines screening on the serve.
Rule 15, No. 5 clarifies what the official's procedure is when the

coach fails to get the lineup in duringhe intermission pefiod.
Rule 1.7, No. 4 specifiei the ruling- on blocking a ball hitoutside

the antenna. _ .

Rule 24, No. defines the procedure to follow when a game is
forfeited due to injury. , .

Rule 25, No. 1-3 provides a procedure to follow on protests-

.

c-

SUMMARY OF VOLLEYBALL RULES CHANGES 17



I
tIONQR CALLS .

.
..

.' The NAGWS V011eyball Rules -Committee supports the ':official
position of the -National AssociatiOn for Girls and Women in Sport
that paiticipants should be encourag to ackqowledge Me infrac-
tion.% when appropriate.

11., It-is the belief of the Commit e that sport is a positive force in
solidarity, encourages integrity, provides ennching encounters, and is

- an educational experience and a reflection .of our society's valuable
qualities. . . . .

It is the responsibility of the coach' to inform prefS of the
appropriate ase of honor calls. It is th responsibility the official
to encouramfhe use of honor calls and to monitor the appropriate.
use of honor, calls. In meetings of coaches and/or officials, it is
appropriate to announce that honor calls are encouraged.

Appropriate use of honor calls. in volleyball would be in cases
involving nonjudgment decisions such as '

1. When a ball becomes dead'after a touch on a ball going Out-
of-bounds.

2. An immediate honor call.= i;toual he net with the hand?"
or arms.

18

3. Balls landing near the sideline or endline.
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Questionnaire on 197849 NAGWS Volleyball Rules

Name

Address

Zip
I. Did yoU use International Ruts with the modifiCations as pub-

lished by NAGWS this season?
As: Coach Official Player Teacher

. 2. If you answer "no", to #1 above, please explain why y.ou did not
do so. /'

3. If you answer "yes," jp what sithations have y u used them?
High School Jr _High School N,./ College
P.E. Class Intramural Varsity
Other

4. Do you favor continued use of the International Rules with the
.. current modifications?

Yes No
Comments-

.

5. D9. you favor any other modifications of the International Rules?
Yes No _,,,d___if so, what.,4gettlieuld be modifsd.and
what modifications. do you recomnitrill?; .

C.
6. Do you have any other suggestions for the rules committee or the

rules interpretalions?

Return by December 1,1978 to: e Michaelis, Chairperson
NAGWS Volleyball Rules,

Committee
289 RB Brigham Young

Ubiversity
'Provo, ,UT 84602

QUESTIONNAIRE ON 1978-79 NAGWS VOLLEYBALL RULES -19
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Official Volteyyall.Ru es
1978-'79

Rules of the Game as authorized by-the international Volleyball
Federation at tlit XIV congress, Montreal, Quebec, Canada

Jdly/1976

Reprinted with permission from the United States Volleyball Asso-
ciation, the national governing body for v ball. Official USVBA
Rule Books can be obtained byjending $ to USVBA.Publica-

, tions, 557 Fourth Street, San Francisco, CA 94107

2
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OFFICIAIVOLLEYBALL RULES

OFFICIAL COMMENTARY ON THE
VOLLEYBALL'RUIfES

Note: Major lie and/or additirs in rules have beenindicated
by shading.

.

INTERNATIONAL VOLLEYBALL ROLES/-
. . CH-APIT5R I

FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT

Note: Regulation facilities and equipment previously legal shall
be -considered, regal until September 1, 1980. (Note diagram, pgge
24. Where rnAking _tape .can be used, it is highly recommended that
the paying area be shortened by 6" on each end.), s

RULE 1. COURT ANDMARKINGS .

Articlel:COUR.P.-The court shall be 18 m. long By 9 m. wiVe (59'
x 29' 6") free, from. any obstructions to a height of 7 m. (23')
measured from the playing surface.

Article 2. BOUNDARY LINESThe court shall be marked by lines
5 car. (2") wide .which shall be drawn at least 2 m. (6' 6") from
all obstructions and which are included in the court dimensions.,

'Article 3. CENTER .LINEA line 5 cm.. (2 ") wide shall be drawn
across the court beneath the net from sideline to.sideline dividing
the court into two equal team areas.

Article 4. ATTACK LINEIn each team` area a line-5sem. (2") wide,
_parallel to the center line, and 3 m. (9' 10") from it,..shall be
drawn, its width included in the attack area. The attack area,
limited by the center line and the attack line, extends indefinitely
beyond the sidelines. . .

Article 5. SERVICE 'AREATwo lines, each 15 cm. (6") long and 5
cm (2")wide, shall be drawn 20 cm. (8") behind. and perpendicu-
lar. to the end line, to mark the service area for each team. One
lineis on the extension of the' sideline and the other is 3 m.
(9' 10") to the left of it. The service area shall 'have a minimum

, depth of 2 m. (6'. 6").
- Article. 6.f MINIMUM TEMPERATURE -The minimum temperature

shall not be below 10°C. (50°F.)..

'OFFICIAL APOLLEYBALL RULES, 19734?) 23
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Rule 3.. C.oiirt and. Markings
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COMMENTARIES ON RULE 1
THE COURT AND MARKINGS

1)- CEILING CLEARANCE
a) Forthe Olynigic Games there must be a cleat space of 12 m.,

50 cAl. (41') above the., court. For. the f rqunds the
World Championships or similar -competitions e same lear-
ance is requiralti unless the Executive Committee of the I
national Volleyball Federation makes a spicial c. cession.

b) The clearance of '7- meters (23') or 12.50 me rs (41') above
the court must extend over the out-court incl din the service
area.
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. Rule 1: -Court and Markings ...

.10".c) Balls striking the ceiling or objects above'23' are dead and out
of bounds.

4) Where fixtures or obstructions intrude upol the minimum re-
quirements of"7 m."(23') clearance above the playing sfirfaci, :
local ground rules may be established allowing a ball, other
than a' servZ, to strike such obstinction.aad stilf,be in play by
the offending team as though tIte ball had not touched such
obstruction.. No such reboundingbgll (may legally strike above
the opponents' playir4S3 area, nor may it legally fall to the op-
ponents' playing area. In some situations it may be necessary
for the referee to make decisions as to what will be considered
legal andso inform -thecaptains of the two teams before play.
begins. Where the ceilbig itself is, not .the proper clearance
above the court surface, it, may be included as an ction..
It is permitted to 'establish a ground rule to replay alls which
strike any overhead obstructions below 23'.

2) COURT CLEARANCE
a) Aticlear space of 3 m. (10') shoUld surroundan outdoor court:
b) Arcligspace Of 2 M. (6W) should Surround an indoor court.

for the Olympic Games there should be a clearance behind the
end lines of 8 m. and beyond the side lints of 5 m. For the

'final rounds of the World Championships and similar competi-
tions, the same clearandes'ire reqxiired unless the Executive
Committee of the IVBF makes a special concession. ' .

c) Walls,, benches, bleachers, etc. that a player could run into that- ,

are less than 2 m. (6W) from the court boundaries require
- establishment of a ground rule. (Ape of the following may be

established:
(1.) Dead and out'of play
(2) To be replayed
(3) To be judged by the referee 'whether to be point or side-

, , out or whether a replay will-be awarded depending on the
- flight of the ball and a player's attempt to play it.

d) The referee's stand must present the least possible obstacle. If
the stand obstructs, a player, the referee can ask for a play-
over. For the referee's stand to be considered an obstruction,
it must be unusually large and 'extend into an area where it
would be an obstruction to normal play.

3) OTHER FACTORS
a) The court must be flat and horizontal. For outdoor Co\uts a

slope of 5 mm. per m. is allowable for drainage

OFFICIAL VOLLEYBALLtittULES, 1971.79 0
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Tule 1. Court and Markings

b) The gai;ne -may be .played indoors or outdoors, on a hard -.si,u-face, tamped earthlri. fine cinders. Indo9rs thy playing
surface may be natural ground .or wood. The.playing surface
may not be of cement, sand or grass. ..

c) The boundary lines'ard included in the dimensions of the court
(their length and width), as are the two senricY lifies,-indef- .

initaly extended in the dimensions of the service area. .
d) The cenfer line is -part\pf both sides of the court::(RuJe 20

e) The se ce area is actuaki defined on three sides: ,

ArtiCre;Ny) . . . '.- ;
. .

, . - -

(1) It 'Is defined by a 3-meter' section of 'the baseline..How-
ever, tllis, section of.-the baseline* not inctilded in-the

"I.:le/ice area-. itjperely limits the area: This constitutes the ,
e ntial difference-between this line and the lateral lines

. 4' of die service. area. The i'erVermay not touch'the base-. '
line! ( . . ---..;

." (2) It. is d,finedon,tliefrjght by a line:5 cms. (2") wide and,
15 Cms. (6") in length, this line being a prolongation of
the outside edge of the sideline and, being considered to, , extend indefinitely!'

(3). It is defined bn-the left by a line 5 cms. (2") wide and 15'
. cms. (C) in 'length considezed to extend indefinitely. ' 4

. A

F.X4I14:.
tr..,

44rineittr004617.4
-

f) The center line has an imaginary extension.'
tr-.t.vtriittkr*, srt.IAP

*Wi,V".

- -.i ?.

11,-;,, .4, 111. 110

g) Since ,changini court boundary lines on indoor courts is a ma-
jor operation, it is recommended that the international metric
dimensions be phased in, by September I, L980. The use of the
past standard courts must be considered legal for now. Where

ti marking tape can be. used, it is recommended that the short-
ened playing areas (6" 7Less on each end) be tried.

h) The players have the right to 'play the ball in the out'court

i) The ride does not specify the color of the lineand they may
aria. l
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Rule 1. Court and Markings
.

therefore be of any contrasting color from that of the colors
of the court and the out-court area. Court color should also be
in contrast with the color of any lines intended. for other
sports..(example: basketball or badminton).

j)

4) UNSUITABLE-COU S
a) The court must e approved by the Special Referees Com-

mission to be acceptable for competition. Nevertheless, the
court must be under the control of the referee-before the
match. The referee alone is responsible for deciding whether
or not the court is suitable for play.

b) The referee will declae the court unfit for play in the fol-
lowing,cases:
(1) If snow or rain has made the court soft or slippery.
(2) When play can be dangerous (excessive cold can make

the surface hard and uneven and be a risk to players).
(3) When fog or darkness makes it impossible to officiate

properly.
5) BAD WEATHER

In .case of bad weather (thunderstorms, showers; high winds,
etc.) the referee can postpone the match or interrupt it. (Rule
12, Article 7).

6) BOUNDARY MARKERS
a) Wood, metal or other solid material may not be used for

outdoor courts since the ground can erode, thus causing, lines
to protrude above ground level and present a hazard to play-
ers. This applies to brick oother hard material. Hollowed out
lines are not recommended. The court lines should be marked
before the beginning of a match. On an outdoor court the lines
must be clearly marked- with whitewash, chalk or other sub -
stance which does not make the ground uneven.

, . b). Indoors the lines must be of a different color from that of
ihe floor. Light colorswhite or yelloware the most visible
and are advised.

c) The lines, 5 cm. wide, are included in the court dimensions.
7) FURTHER ACCOUNT OF THE EQUIPMENT INVENTORY

a) SCOREBOARDNo special recommendations are made as to
the size of the scoreboard. It should 16 divided into two parts.
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Rule 2. The Net

The names or initials of the two teams should be shown at the
top. Information shown on the scoreboard is for convenience
only and may not be used as a basis of disagreement.
(1) The only official score is the one written on the score-

sheet.
(2) The official scorer does not operate the scoreboard. It is

operated by a person who is not one of the match offi-
cials.

(3) There should be a table for the scorer with chairs and,
when necessary, a microphone to announce the score.

b) Each court should have a measuting device to check the height
of the net. The measuring device should be appropriately
marked with the two heights (men: 2 m. 43 cms., and for
women: 2 m. 24 cms.).

c) The referee's stand must be on a support and preferably ad-
. justable to get to a height preferred by the referee. It should.

be constructed.so that:
(1) It does not obstruct the players. (The surface of the base

should be fairly narrow and should not protrude in a
manner that could cause some harm to the players.)

(2) The referee scan mount easily.
d) There should be benches for the coaches and substitutes

placed facing the referee and along the edge of the out-court
area.

e) omeone esignate by t e organizer should be provided
with a towel or a piece of cloth and be ready to wipe the court
when summoned by the referee or umpire on discovery that
the floor is.wet or slippery.

RULE 2- THE NET

Article 1. SIZE AND CONSTRUCTION The net shall be 1 m. (3'
3") wide and 9.50 m. (32') long. It shall be made of 10 cm. (4")
square mesh. A double thickness of white canvas 5 cm. (2")
wide shall be sewn along the full length of the top of the net. A
flexible cable shall be stretched through the upper canvas and the
lower edge of the net.

Article 2. HEIGHTThe height of the net measured from the center
of the court shallbe 2.43 m. (7' 11-5/8") for men and 2.24 m.
(7' 4-1/8") for women. The two ends of the net must be at the
same height from the playing surface and cannot exceed the
regulation height by more than 2 cm. (34").

211 62
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Rule 2. The Net

Article 3. NET MARKERS AND ANTENNASTwo tapes of white:,
material 5 cm. (2") wide and 1 m. (3' 3") long shall be fastened
to the net, one at each end, over and perpendicular to each
sideline and the center line. Coinciding with the outside edge of
each tape, a flexible antenna shall be fastened to the net, at a
distance of 9 m. (29' 6") from each other. Each antenna shall be
1.80 m. (6') long with a diameter of approximately 10 mm.
(3/8") and be made of fiberglass or a similar material and shall
extend 80 cm. (32") above the top of the net. The antennas
shall be marked with 10 cm. (4") bands of contrasting colors.
The side markers and antennas-are considered as part of the net.

Article 4. NET SUPPORTSThe posts supporting the nelyiust be at
least 50 cm. (19W') from the sidelines and pladed is not to
.interfere with the officials performing their duties.

COMMENTARIES ON RULE 2, THE NET

1) Round posts are preferable since they are convenient for the
referee and present no danger to the players. They must be of a
length that allows the net to be fixed at the correct height.

Fixing the posts to the floor by means of wires should be
avoided.

2) The height of the net must be measured. before the match and at
any other time that it might be necessary. The measurement

. should be made in the center of the court but the referee must
be sure to check that the height at each ehd of the net is within
permitted variation.

3) The referee must also check that the vertical side markers and
antennas are perpendicular to the side and center lines.

4) The net must be tight throughout its length.
5) Neither the net, measuring 9 m. 50 ems. (32'), nor the antenna

may be touched by the players. However, neither the cables of
the net extending beyond the length of the net itself, the posts
nor ancables supporting the posts are considered to be part of
the net. The net includes that part outside the vertical side mark-
ers.

6) Should the ball touch any part of the net or its supports outsigie
the vertical side markers or the antenna, the referee and urnp*q--
must judge that it has touched an obstacle and penalize the
fault.

7)
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Rule 3. The 13$

8)

9) ouc e net or between the antennas
14 a net foul. If net (mesh)exten s eyond t e antennas it is also a bet foul if contacted by.a player.

RULE 3. THE BALL

The ball shall be spherical, bade of a leather case th a bladder
made of rubber or a similar material. It shall be'uniform in color
and in indoor play must be a light color. It shall be 65-67 -cm.
(2514"-26Y4") in circumfeirence and weigh not less than ;60 nor
mlie than 280 gr. (9-1;$2 oz.).

COMMENTARIES ON RULE 3, THE BALL
a ,

1) Balls used for any international match must be those approved by
IVBF.

2) The referee must check before and during the match that the ball
is in order. r

A ball that has become wet or slippery must be changed.
3) "Pressure": The pressure of the ball, measured with a special

pressure gauge, must be between 0.48 and 0.52 kg/cm. (5-7
pounds). However, the structure of the ball may affect the maxi-
mum variation of preisup allowed; for this reason, juries of inter-
nationalnational Competitions m y reduce this margin of difference,
within the above range.

4) There should be a rese e ball which can be brought into play at
a moment's notice where necessary.

5) In practice, it is always the umpire who is responsible for the two
match balls prior to the match and sees to it that balls being used
are IVBF approved and are checked accordingly. The umpire is
also responsible for the balls throughout the match and insures
that they are returned to Ole organizer as soon as the match is
over.

6) The umpire, after being summoned by the referee, gives the
match ball to the team that elected to serve first at the begin-
ning 'of the match. Umpire should also be in possession of the
ball between games. Team captains do not choose match balls.
The match organizer should have awessure gauge onthe scorer's
table for use by the officials where necessary.

30
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Rule 4. Rights and Duties of Players

Three Ball System Deriag
7) To facilitate continuous play, it is recommended that the three-

ball system be used:
a) Six (6) ball retrievers will be used during a match and sta-

tioned outside the court as follows:
(1) One at each corner of the court about 8 m. kom the

end lines and 4 to 5 m. from the side lines;
(2) One behind the scorer;
(3) One behind the referee. (NoteBall retrievers may use

chairs.)
b) At the ..start of a 'match a ball will be placed on the scorer's

table and one to each of the ball retrievers closest to the
rving areas. These two are the only ones_ authorized to
ve the ball to the server.

c) en the ball is ruled dead'hlione of the officials:
If the ball is outside the playing areas, it should be re-

\ covered by one of the ball retrievers and given to the one
Jwho has..already given the ball to the player before the

next service is started;
(.2) If the ball is on the court, the player closest to it should

immediately place it outside the court.
d) At the instant the ball is ruled dead, the ball retriever near-

est the server, will quickly give the ball to the player who will
be executing the next service.

oe) During a time-out the ball which is being used shall be given
to the umpire.

f) A ball being returned by one ball retriever to another will be
rolled along the floor, not thrown, outside the court. A ball
being returned should be delivered to the ball retriever who
has just given a ball to the server.

CHAPTER It`'

PARTICIPANTS IN COMPETITIONS

RULE 4. RIGHTS AND DUTIES OF PLAYERS

Article 1. RULES OF THE GAMEAll players must know the rules
of the game and abide by them.

Articjs 2. SPOKESPERSON OF THE TEAMDuring the game a
player may address the referee only through the team captain.
Only the.playing team captain may address the referee and shall
be the spokesperson for the. players. The captain may also ad-

OFFICIAL VOLLEYBALL RULES, 1975-79 rl
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Rule 4. Rights and Duties of Players

iidress the umpire but only on tatters concerning the umpire's
duties.

Article 3. CONDUCT OF AYERS, SUBSTITUTES AND
CCHESThe following ants bject to penalty:
eriistent addressing of soffi concerning their decisions. .

b) Making derogatory remarks to officials.
c) Committing actions tending to, influence- decisions of offi-

cials. =-

d) Making derogatory or personal remarks to the opponents.
e) coaching during -the game from anyone outside

t e court. See Commentaries, no. 8.)*
f) Leaving the court without permission of -the referee during

an interruption of play during the game.
g) At. the instant of contact with the ball, particularly during

the reception of the service,..it is forbidden, for players to clap
hands, to shout or take any action; the purpose of which is
to distract t referee in judgment convening the handling
of the ball.

Article 4. PENALTI
a) For a minor o fense, such A talking to. opponents, spectators

or officials, shouting or intentional delay of the game, a warn-
ing is issued. In case the offense is reheated, the player re-
ceives a personal penalty recorded on the scoresheet and that;.;
team loses the service or the opponents are awarded a point.

b) For a serious offense, a penalty is recorded. on the scoresheet
and this automatically entails the loss of service by the offend-
ing team or the opponents are awarded a point. In case of
personal repetition of the offense, the referee may disqualify
the player from the rest of the game or match. The referee
shall disqualify without previous warning any player making
derogatory remarks to officials, opponents or spectators.

COMMENTARIES ON RULE 4;
RIGHTS AND DUTIES OF PLAYERS

1) The referee is responsible for the conduct of. the players. Under
no circumstances will the referee allow incorrect or unsporting
behavior nor rude remarks from the players,
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Rule 4. Rights and Duties of Players

Only the referee is empowered to warn a player or to give a
warning written on the scoresheet.

If the captain asks, the refeiet must give the reasons for the
decision and must not allow any further discussion. Should there
be disagreement, team captains.may state their case in writing on
the scoresheet.

2) Other officials (umpire,' scorer and line judges) must immedi-
ately repoit to the referee any rude remark- that is made by a
player about'the officials of opponents.

3) All actions penalized by loss of service, by a point for the oppo-
site team, or by the loss of a--..point or servid as.welli as- the
disqualification of a player, must be recorded o coresheet.
The reasons for the disqualification must also d. A first
warning involves no pehalty.

4) The text of Articleil is most important. It explains why the play-
ers and; by.expansiOn their team, are responsible for any violation
of the rules, e.g., if a player makes a rotational fault, the team
will be penalized.

5) No Rlayer other than the captain may question or protest to
either the referee or the umpire. A decision on whither a foul
occurred or not is not a protestable situation, only. how, the foul
is penalized.

6) Neither the coach nor team officials may speak to the officials
during the match (Rule 6).

7) The captain may speak to the umpire on matters concerning the
umpire's role: the captain may ask the umpire for a time-out,
and for a substitution.

8) c -

- ei 4:4

"It5,M1.1

...A..

9) Rule 4 denotes three types of penalty:
a) A warning constitutes a minor-penalty for a minor fau . In

practice, the team-of the player, coach or manager who de
the fault may not be penalize'd by the loss of service or he
award of a point to the other team.

The referee should not allow a warning to be recorded
the scoresheet in writing, but the symbol "y" is placed, in the
appropriate place in the scoring section of'the scoresheet.

OFFICIAL VOLLEYBALL RULES, 197149
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Rule 4. Rights and Duties of Players

waning once given is considered to be in effect forthe rest of
that game. Should the fault be repeated during thee game
(e.g., should the same player make another minor fault), the
referee must award a major penalty. (See point b) below.)

The referee may not, therefore, give a warning to the
same player twi during the same game. On the second dc-
casion, the playerlis to be penalized.

b) A penalty always results in the team of the player concerned.
losing service, or in the opposing team gaining a point: if the ot
team at fault has service, it loses ce; if t pposing team
has service, the opposing team gains a p .

Should a major fault be repeated during the same-game
(e.g., by the same player or person), the referee may disqualify
the player or coach or manager, either for the game in progress
or for the rest of Cite match. (also see c).)

The scorer must always record a penalty on the scoresheet
in a square and make a written statement on the .back of the
scoresheet. For example: The referee has given a penalty to
player No. 7 of team 'A,' during the first game, at the score

. 6/10. If this penalty results in a point for team *B,' this.point
should be in a square on the scoresheet and an explanation
written on the.back of the scoresheet.

The referee should allow the scorer time to note the pen-
alty on the scoresheet. In practice, when the referee awards

- a penalty, the referee tops pray (whistles) and calls the cap-; tain of the team cemed to the referee's chair and says:
r: Captain, I award an official penalty against your player No. X
'for .... (and gives reason for the penalty). The referee allows
the umpire to explain the cts to the scorer. The umpire
should -check that the fac written immediately on the
scoresheet and.afterwards t umpire should signal to the ref-
eree to allow play_t

c) Disqualification. The ref e (according to the text of the
rules) must send off, without prior warning or penalty, any
player who. speaks insultingly to officials, opponents or spec-
tators., If a personal major fault is repeated, the eferee may
disqualify the player concerned for the rest ofrtle game ormatch.

Important Note: Whey disqualification occurs, the team
concerned does not lose service and the opponents do not
score a point.. The referee must state immediately whether the
disqualification is imposed for the game or for the rest of the
match.
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. Rule 5. The Teams.

d) Warnings are issued in thete situ?tions before penalty:
(I) Committin: a minor breach of conduct or dela
(2)

e)
3) A kin for a third time-out.

f)

RULE 5. THE TEAMS, -

Article 1. PLAYERS' UNIFORMS
a) The playing uniform shall consist of jersey, shorts and light

and pliable shoes (rubber or leatheyoles without heels). It
is forbidflen to i'ear a head-gear or any article (jewelry, pins,
bracelets, ete-:). which could cause injuries during the game.
O'n request, the referee may allow one or more players to play
without shoes. (Note: In school settings, officials should not
permit players to compete without shoes due tolegal imRlica-
tions.) ..

b) Players' jerseys must be marked with numbers 8 to 15 cm.
(3"-6") in height on the chest and 15 cm. (6") in height on
the back. (Note:. See Commentaries on Rule 5, No.1 a-d.,)
The width of the strii, forming the number shall be 2 cm.
(34"). In international matches,44 captain shall wear a badge
on the left side of the chest 8 cm. by 1.5 cm. (3" x %") in a

ccolor different to-that of the jersey.
c) Members of a team must appear on the court dressed in clean,

presentable uniforms of the same color. In cold weath it' is
permissible to wear training suits with numbers.
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' Rule 5. the Teams

All player.i of a team must be in ident al uniforms While
playing. Each playeinust have clearly le'numbers on the
front and back of the playing uniform. Should a, team fail to
have proper numbers, the game will be defaulted.

Article 2. COMPOSITION OF TEAMS AND SUBSTITUTIONS
a) A team shall consist of six players regardless of circuthstances.

The composition of a complete team including substitutes may
not exceed twelve players (see Commentaries). Before the start
of a.match, all players, including substitutes, must be recorded
on the scoresheet or team roster. Players not listed may not
participate in the match.

b) Substitutes and coaches must be on the side of the c'Ourt op-
posit the referee. Substitutes may warm-up outside the play-
ing area providing they return to their designated places after-
wards.

c) Substitution of players is 'made when the ball is dead, on re-
quest of either the captain or the coach to the referee or the
umpire. A team may have no more than 12 substitutions
during a game.*

Before entering the game, a substitute must report to the
scorekeeper in playing uniform and be ready to enter upon
the floor when authorization Is given. If the substitution is not
completed immediately, the team will be charged with a time-
out. In' case the team has already exhausted the allowable
time-outs, the team shall be penalized by loss of the serve or
the opponents shall be awarded a point if they were serving.

The captain or coach requesting a substitution(s) shall
report to the referee and to the scorer the number(s) of the
player(s) involved in the substitution. Following a completed
substitution,, the team may not reqUest a new substitution un-
til play has been resumed and the ball is dead again.

-

e) A team is allowed a maximum of six substitutions in any-one
d) A player starting a game may be replaced by any substitute and (may-

o.

subsequently re-enter the same game once) but in the original position
in the serving order in relation to other teammates. Only the original 'K
starter may replace a substitute during the tame game.

e) A substitute player who has already played, cannpt re-enter the same
game, except, if through accident or injury a team is reduced to less
than six players, and the team's six allowable substitutions have al-
readAbeen used. n

36 f .,;.J
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Rule 5. The Teams

d) A player shall not enter the gameVer the fourth time. Start-
ing the game counts as an entry.*

The incoming player must take the position and place in
_ the serving order of .the player for whom she is subitituting.

No change dal be made in the order of rotation.
A player who re-enters the game shall be in the original

position in relation to teammates and must retain the original
serving number, except in the case of an abnormal substitution
because of an ?jury and all normal substitutions have been
used. -

In this case a substitute who has already played in another..
position may then replace the injured player regardless of
position. VI

Subititutions may be made at any time in case of injury. If
through injury a player is unable to continue

the injured la er may be replaced

However; if a team becomes incomplete through disqmlification
of a player by. the referee, and normal substitutions- have been
used, the team loses the game. by default, keeping the. pqints
acquired.

Article 3. POSITIONS OF PLAYERSAt the tirne the ball is served,
the players of each team must be within their team, area in two
lines of three players, taking positions as follows:

The three players at the net are front line players occupying,
fi" from right to.left, positions 2, 3 and 4; the three players in back

are back line players, occupying, from right to left, positions 1,
6 and 5.
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Rule 5. The Teams

The placement of players on the court must conform
serving order recorded on the scoresheet, as follows:

In the front line, the center forward (3) must be betw
right forward (2) and the left forward (4), and in front of the
center back (6). In t back line, the center back (6) must be

,between the right back (r) and the left back. (5), and ehind the
center forward (3). Consequently, the right front (2) ust be in
front of the right back (1), and the left front (4) mutt 'n front
of the left back (5). After:the ball is hit forthe servc,.. players
may move frotri their reskctive positions.

The serving order as recorded on the Officialikiresheet must
remainNthe sanie until the game is cometed: -Before the-start of
a new game, the serving order may be. hanged and such clianges
must be rec'orded.on the scoresheet.

Article 4. ERROR IN POSITION OF A PLAYERWhen a player(s)
of a team is found to be out of position, tie play must be

'.. Stopped and the error corrected. Alf points sc red by the team
A while 'any player(s) was in a wrong position shall be cancelled. If

the team at fault is serving at the time of discovery of the error,
. a side-out will be declared.
. All points scored by the opponents will be retained. If it is not
possible to determine when the error first occurred, the team in

. error shall resume its correct position(s), and if serving shall have
a side-out declared against it. If the other team is serving, it shall
be awarded a point.

,..

COMMENTARIES ON.RULE

PLAYERS' EQUIPMENT, COMPOSITION OF TEAMS
AND SUBSTITUTIONS

,I) NUMBERING OF PLAYERS
a) Each player must wear a number 0.40=0***47:Oliii on the

front a.nd back of the shirt. This number may be between Ian709`-
:.Numhtit--are obligatory, but they can be worn .any

order. : . -

P

. . .
b) The ret'eteV'Carmor.4tlpvG;,Play unless the players' jerseys' are

ninnbered. :
c) Ch o/ is.'iriterpreted the numbers can be centered or.

irraylte'to.'ihe.left-or'right of center.
.

NAGWS VOLLEYBALL GUIDE
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Rule 5: *The Teams

d) 2 cm. (34") width of strip forming the. number:shall apPly to
the front and back number. Should the nUmbersnat be of-cor-
rect dithensions, the referee must decide what:to-do...0tule 8).

e) If the. temperature is low, the referee may .allow players to
wear sweatshirts, provided that the sweatshiitinf a. am are
all the same andare numbered. : .

f) UnifOrms meeting the standardsleclue.itedlOrPliy-in../9167,7
will be ac_ ceptable until 1980; At that tivie older unifornis.
should be retired.

r

3) NUMBER OF PLAYERS
a) Under no circumstances, may a team play with less than 6

la ers.

.;::....ib

4) SUBSTITUTI S j

a)' Only the coach or the captain of a team may ask the referee
'. 4...6r. the umpire for a substibition. When they do . this, the

player(s) going on court must al.ready standing so that the .

s .,_,,substitution can be made immediately. -,,p . .

The captain -or coach must,first. announce ftie number of
substitutions and then thenuMber .of the players ',concerned.
It is preferable to indicate first/h4nimber of the ,player com-
ing:off and then the number of diesithstitute.- :. .:.:

Exaniple 1: One ,,substitue n:Aimber 67 is replaced by
,,Number .111 :-;: 1..: . C

,...,

Example. 2: '3'isubstituti umber 4. is replaced-by
Nulinber 12' and Number 1 is rep ed by Number 7 and

.. Number 8 is repliced by NUmber 9.

OFFIG*ILLEYRRLL RULES, 1978-7.9"
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Rule.5. The; Teens

if 1,116 :substiiutiim is not made in this wog. and play
delayed a time-out; will.be granted:to the offending team. If
a team delays in; substituting-after already having had two
time -outs the sobsfitution is denied and they receive a penalty-

b):DUrbig- substitution, thi..player or players leaving the court, .

and}; their. Subititate4 going on the court, must raise one hand
so as: to bt.easilY recognized by the scorer.

Referees are particularly remindea that the substitutions
must be immediate and that if two or more substitutions are
to be made, they must be made in the same time thar,kal-
lowed for a single substitution. If the coach or captain-a,
not indicate there will be more than one substitute, the referee -
or umpire'should refuse the second substitute until the next'
dead bait

c)

d) The incoming substitute and the outgoing player should waitat the sideline

e)

.f). If a player is !eta* zeplacedt.this must.'be counted as a- sub-stitution. ,
, . When moreiiiiii one sutatitution is made, even if several
are made at -tfie same time, each substitution counts .agfinst

. the number allowed to the team.
(1) Any :Metal entry which is denied; even if recorded. on

the scoresheet, is not counted as as substitution and is
not. pethilized. .

(2) If 4; time-out is requested by the coach or captain, and
the, request is then withdrawn, that team -is charged with
a time -out. If the team has already hatwo time-outs, it is
warned, no penalty. If they repeat the offenk in thesame
garne;;Iierire' Penalized.

(3) If the:::ChangeOrniiiid by the coach is due to a change of
decision of-thereferee. th.e coach and/or team should niit

-penilii.ed..bleiter, it,thalize4,teami for an official,s L
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Rule 5. The Teams

g) If a team has used its 12 substitutions and then suffers an in-
jury to a player, as soon as it is possible a substitution mint
occur (the 13th):, The injured player may be ieplaced in this
order:

No penalty will be c ed even t ough substitution or the in-

IMjured player may cause a 13th team substitution or a
for an individual player. The injured player is lost

h) In the event a team has only 6 players, a three-minute recovery
period is allowed in the event of injury. At the end of that time
period the game shall be defaulted if the team does not have 6
players ready to play. 111.11.11MMENIMEM

5) POSITION OF PLAYERS
a) At the moment the ball is served, i.e., the moment the ball is

hit by the server, the back line players must be at least a little
behind their corresponding front line players. It is a fault if a
back line player is the same distance from the net as theteor-

.

responding front line player.
A player whose.position is center in eithsr line must not

be MAW to the sideline lathe respective right or left player
of that line.

6)Jhe position of players is judged according to the position of
err feet.

c t is at the moment the server hits the ball that the players
must be in a correct position. Any positional fault must be
signaled by the umpire or the referee as sovtis-theball has
been hit.

If one of the teams makes a position'al siault anii.the ser-vice is ilsoINIENNIMMiliis a
d) Should a fault occur in the trajectory.;Afirtlie.baiKe.i. the ball

hits another member of the server:1;1'6in)). after .the serving
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Rule 5. The Teams

action has been made correctly, and the team' receiving service
was out of position then it is the team receiving the service
that is penalized.

6) ERROR IN POSITION OF PLAYERS
a) When the error in position is committed by the serving team,

theposition-error is _corrected, all points scored while the
team ItaS.In'thi wrong position are cancelled and a side-out is
OatIct.

b) If the side-out has been awarded, but the opponents have not
served, the Offending team chall lose all points scored while
in the wrong position. No point is scored by the team in pos-
session. The position error is corrected.

c) If the opposing team has already served before the error in
.position is discovered, there is no loss of points but a point is
0:7d for the opposing team. The osition error is corrected.

111.6,4,-,..,. ....j,

'''' *:.' CC411413-..,21j,1,,,,r...., ,... 7.,........._:,.,. .A.. ,t,.. ., ; 11114,_

i. ,
-."': n.... ,...; .,71..".... 4

_,:- ,,,,p4t ...... az

.t..,;-44,A4,..V.1,

el:CiA7S-a4r34,,
.rre I I I

.Z. cif4gorr4,7
I

teaii

the
corzespexsaLikisiger

(3) If the wrong server does serve the ball before the error is
discovered by the scorer,' the team is then penalized by a
side-out and loss of points scored by the wrong server.
The position error is corrected.

(4) If the serving team is found to be out of position, but it is
not possible to determine when the error occurred,
thelast_posat_scored., 40Alraw-tisi4ireisTand a side-out de-
clared. If the. team in error is receiving, the opponents
shall be. .awarded a point. In both cases the position error
is correctOd before resuming play.
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Rule 6. Coaches, Managers and Captains

RULE 6. COACHES, MANAGERS AND CAPTAINS

Article 1. DISCIPLINE OF TEAMSThe coaches, managers and-cap-
tains are responsible for the discipline of their teams.

Article 2. TIME-OUT REQUESTSRequestS- for time-out for rest or
substitutions may be .made by the coach and/or the captain.
When the game is interrupted for rest, the coach has the right to
speak to'.the players, -but may not enter the court. Coaches and
managers shall not, during the play, contest the dtcisions of the
referee.

Article 3. ADDRESSING OFFICIALSThe captainis the only play-
er in the game who may address the officials.

COMMENTARIES ON RULE 6,
TEAM MANAGERS, COACHES.AND CAPTAINS

1) The team managers, coaches and captains must know the Rules
and abide by them strictly.

During the match, a player may not speak to the referee or
the umpire on behalf of the team. 'In no case may the referee
allow such an intervention.

2) To the left and right
and

of the score table, benches are to be placed.
Only one $r two trainers, a doctor or masseur, d -gfe,TeSeive
players can be seated on Such benches.

3) The coach of each team marked on the scoresheet can only
speak to the referee and the umpire in order to ask for a time
out or a substitution.

5) A coach 'irnartive:;initttii4ibils' to: ylaziiricittiOgitlii- but
may not argue with or protest to the referee or umpire. KW

.1. iittive -eta' chinglIZTlevenarizeoTM:poniTiii001:66K
The same applies, throughout the match, to all other persons

on the team bench.
6) Buring a tim-out for rest only the coach and one assistant

(water or towels) may approach the court to confer with the
team (six players on the court). Players may not leave the court
without the referee's permission

4playmg te01414: 4700*A
7 );e71..e.:.,0111tagtaptag.-ielh,.410.7:154x.,....y00i:stl!ti'iaiii*.

Atiitibitdettgna !jit,g)ext,4 laan
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Rule 8. The Referee

CHAPTER HI

OFFICIALS AND THEIR DUTIES
RULE 7. OFFICIALS OF THE MATCH

A match is conducted by the following officials: a referee, an um-I
pire, apcorer, and two or four linesmen.

RULE 8. THE REFEREE

The referee is in full conbsol of the match and the decisions of the
referee are finaL The referee has authority over all players and
officials from the beginning of the match to its Mid, including any
periods during which the match may be temporarily interrupted,
for whatever reason.

The referee has the pofler to settle all questions including those
not specifically covered. in the rules. The referee has the power to
overrule decisions of other officials when, in the referee's opinion,
they have made errors.

The referee shall be located at one end of the net in a position
that will allow a clear view of the play. The referee's head should be
approximately 50 cm. (20") above the top of the net.

In accordance with Rule 4, the referee penalizes violations made
by players, coaches and managers.
(Note: Immediately after the signal to stop play, the referee shall
indicate with the use of hand sigtals the nature of the violation and
the team which has the service.)

COMMENTARIES ON RULE 8, THE REFEREE

1) RESPONSIBILITIES DURING THE GAME
a) The referee is responsible for the correct conduct of the

match.
b) The referee blows a whistle at the beginning of each play

signalling the service and at any other time judged to be nec-
essary.

c) Each action is considered to be finished when the referee
blows the whistle.

44
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Rule 8. The Referee

Generally speaking, the referee should only interrupt
the play when sure that a fault has been committed, and
should not blow the whistle if there is any doubt.

d) Should the referee need to deal with anything outside the
limits of the court, the organizers and players should be
asked to help.

e) If the referee is sure that one of the other officials is not
fulfilling functions as defined by the Rules, the decisions of
that official may be overruled, and the official even replaced.

f) Should an interruption occur, particularly should spectators
invade- the court, the referee must suspend the match and ask
the organizers and the captain of the home team to re-establish
order within a set period of time. If the interruption continues
beyond this period of time, or if one of the teams refuses to
continue playing, the referee must instruct the other officials
to leave the court, along with the referee. The rZeree must re-
cord the incident on the scoresheet and make out a report
which is to te sent to the Commission concerned within 24
hours.

2) DURING PLAY :-

a) During play, the referee should always make sure hat the um-
pire and the scorer have time to do their work (eg, to write
the rotational orders, given by -the coaches, onto the score-
sheet; to note time-outs and substitutions). If the referee fails<
to give the other officials time to do their work properly, the
scorer, for example, will not be up-to-date in recording re-
quired information on the scoresheet and therefore the possi-
bility of making errors might occur.

b) The end of a rally. A rally is fmished by either the referee's or
the umpire's whistle. 'However, when each am has com-
.mitted a fault, it must be decided which fan airred first.
Only .the first fault should be penalized_ Imor o avoid any

..objections, the referee or the umpire must-Now the whistle...,
'iniinediately when a fault is seen, Playibeiins and ends.:with,
the referee's whis . The referee mustoals:whistle when the
ball touches the and and/or obstruc-ions, etc.

c) The referee mus be careful if opposing team players commit
faults one after to other. ft- is always the first fault.th ust
be penalized. Folsexample, if a spiker strikes the ball
the ball is on the opponent's side and immediately afterw
the blocker touches the net, this second fault happe

OFFICIAL VOLLEYBALL RULES, 1974-7§
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Rule 8. The Referee

the completion of the previous action, and therefore must not
be penalized.

d) If the court gets slippery and players object, the referee should
allow time for it to be wiped dry. First, however, the umpire
should check that the court is slippery.

e) If any player's clothing is torn during the match, the referee
should allow time (a few seconds) for it to be 'replaced.. The
referee should signal a time-out. However, the referee should
not allow any intentional delay of game.
The referee should use international signals andno others.

Ag) Requests, protests and penalties. Only the referee may speak
to the players, through their, captains, coaches and team offi-
cials. The umpire may not speak to the playeisi, ;coaches or
team officials, and may not award penalties, ariagpneither may

e scorer nor the line judge:
,

3) COLLABORATION WITH OTHER OFFICIALS
a) The referee must work with the other officials (the umpire,

the scorer, and the line judges.) The referee must allow them
to do their own work: For example:

b) After whistling for the end of a rally, the referee should imme-
diately look at the other officials. When deciding whether a
ball was in or out, the referee should always look immediately
at the line judges concerned. (In fact, the referee should first
look at the umpire and all four line judges.) During the match,
the referee should frequently look at the umpire, who is posi-
tioned opposite and facing the referee, to see whether the um-
pire is signalling a call, e.g., four touches, consecutive touches
by the same player, etc.

crThe decision whether or not a ball that went out did or did
not touch the block, is made by the referee, the umpire and
the line judges. It is not good refereeing to ask the blockers,
after protests from their opponenti, whether or not they
touched the ball. This should not be done.

The referee should encourage and accept an honor call
by a player.

d) The referee must watch carefully the moment the ball is hit

A
J
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Rule 9. The Umpire

and make the decision in conjunction with the other offi-
cials.

e) By prior agreement, the umpire may signal but may not whis-
tle faults which are hidden and not seen by the referee (four
touches, double touch, lifting, etc.)

f) The referee may change any decision of the other officials or
reverse the referee's own decision. If there are conflicting de-
cisions by the referee and umpire, the referee may choose to:
(1) Repeat the referee's decision if it is correct, setting aside

the umpire's decision.
(2) Change the referee's de6ision if it is incorrect.
(3) .Award a replay if both fouls were simultaneous.
(4) Overrule an Umpire's incorrect decision which might have

stopped play-and direct a replay.
g) If the other officials notice any irregularities, they should sig-

nal to or so speaklto the referee. It is always the referee, and
always will be, who awards penalties according to Rule 4.

RULE 9. =THE UMPIRE

:The umpire shall take a position on the side of the court opposite
and racing the referee .and shall

. .

;1) Make calls :regardin$, the crossing of, the. center line under the
net and the attack lines.

2 Signal anY,.contact of the bat with an antenna or a ball cross-
the net not entirely.between the antennas.

3) Keep official time of time-oui.s::. ,

4) Supervise the condUct of coacheg .314Sib§titutes on the bench.
5) Authorize sithstitutions ipquested by captains or coaches of the

. st-. lkams.
,6)-36age contact with the net except those over or near the top of

the net. ,
r : 7) Supervise tion order and positions.of the receiving team

at the timi-OfserVice. .

.

8) Call to the 4n: n'of the referee any unsportsmanlike actions;
9) Verify, aVaie ts .:, , ,'.g of each ganie, the positions of the play-

ers of bott; s' in order to ascertain that the lineups corres-
pond to the serving order listed on the scoresheet. y

10) Watch foroontact of the ball with any foreign objects.
11) Give opinion 'all'ipatters when so requested by the referee.

. (Note: The p -_,,," considered as ended when either the referee
or. umpire blo a whistle.) , -

0FIRaMoriVOLLtyBALL RULES, 1978-79 4.
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Rule 10. The Scorer

COMMENTARIES ON RULE 9,
THE UMPIRE

1) DURING THE MATCH
a) Whenever a time-out is requested, the umpire takes possessio

of the ball and signals. to the referee the number of time-outs
already claimed by each team; and then tells the cap,taiii and
coach-ofeactrteam the number of time-outs they have had.

b) The umpire will only allow a substitution when the player who
is to go on the court is standing-ready hear the scorer's table.

c) Should the referee suddenly be indisposed, the umpire must
take charge of the game.

d) When the referee Mows the whistle for the teams-to 4o on
court, the umpire and the scorer must check that the players
are in their correct,positions as noted in the lineup "sheet and
the scoresheet. Check positions with players on the court. If
the players are not in the correct order, the .umpire shall see
that they arrange themselves correctly. There is no penalty.

e) The umpire's whistle should be blown for any fault except one
of ball-handling.

f) The umpire may signal the referee that a ball-handling fault
was observed but may not sound the whistle. If the referee
wishes, the foul, may be called or ignored. If the-referee does
not see the umpire's signal or chootes to not call it, thegame
continues without interruption.

g) If the coaches or substitutes contravene the-rules while on the
bench, the umpire must whistle and tell the referee. It is the
referee who will award the penalty:

h) If the umpire pverhears players insulting their opponents, the
whistle should be blown immediately. Walk across to the
referee to explain the call. The referee will award the penalty.

i) The referee may give the umpire permission to assist 'with
net contacts over and near the top of the -net in the event the
referee does not see the net contact.

2) END OF MATCH
Sign the scoresheets.

RULE 10. THE SCORER

The scorer's position is on the opposite side of the court froM the
referee and behind the umpire. The scorer shall perform these
duties;
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Rule 10. The Scorer

1) Before the beginning of a match, record on the scoresheet the
names (and numbers) of the players and substitutes -and take the
signatures of the captains and coaches of the teams who are au-
thorized to make substitutions.

2) Record the scores as the match progresses, carefully noting the
number of time-outs requested during the. game and the substi-
tutions made.

3) At each new request for a time-out, announce the number of
time-outs requested by each team.

4) After the toss of the coin and before each game, record on the
rpscoresheets the positions of the players on the court in their serv-

ing orders. The positions of the team serving first are listed first
on the match sheet. . 1

5) During the progress of the game, make sure that the serving order
and rotation of players is followed correctly.

6) Signal the changes of side at the end of each game and when the
leading team has eight points in the deciding game.

7) During interruptions of play, indicate to the referee the number
of time-outs taken by each team. ,

8) Secure the signatures of the officials at the conclusion of a
match.

COMMENTARIES ON RULE 10, THE SCORER

1) DURING THE MATCH
a) The scorer, when asked, must tell either of the coaches or cap-

tains the number of substitutions and time-outs they have
'already been given.

b) At the beginning of each game the coaches must give the
scorer a lineup of their players on the form provided.

x ,a -7-- 7-

S°f?a
+/' - -

c)4Thescorer must control- e order.° service and must score
.each point and make sure that the score on the scoreboard
corresponds with the scoresheet.

d) During the match, the scorer should check that, at each rota-
tion, the server is the player whose number appears on the
scoresheet. If the serving team is about to serve out of rota-
tion, the seocer should blow the whistle and advise team pf
correct servifig order so that no fault is committed. If the
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Rule 11. The Line (udges

scorer forgets to check proper serving order
01146--4,- the serving team e .pe e
The scorer may raw attention to the. fact that there is a
mistake, with either a whistle or the horn.

e) The scorer must write all remarks and incident that lead to
penalty or disqtalification of a player on back of the score-
sheet.

2) END OF MATCH
Secure

ROLE 11. THE LINE JUDGES

At least two line judges are placed diagonally opposite each other,
one at each end of the court other than the service area, at a mini-
mum. distAce from the corner of 1 m. (39") indoors- and 3 rn.
(10') outdoors. Each judge watches the sideline and endline
nearest and is responsible for signalling to the referee when a ball is
"out" by raising the flag, or "in" by lowering the flag towards the
court.

The line judges also signal the referee when:
1) rrors are made by a player when serving
2) e ball does not pass over the net completely between the an-

te as or their indefmite extensions
3) T e ball, which is "out" was contacted by a player (of the re-

eiying team) befc-e it was "out." .-
3

COMMENTARIE1 ON RULE 11, LINE JUDGES

1) Whenever a line judge needs to attract the attention'of the ref-
eree to a fault committed by a player, or to rude remarks made
by a player, the flag must be raised and waved from right to left.

2) For important competitions, it is recommended to use 4 line
judges rather than only 2.

3)

Line judges sh be standing.
4) The organizers must 'provide each line judge with a flag, the color

of which contrasts with the color of the ground. If there are four
line judges, each must take one line.

5) Faults should be signalled very clearly.
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Note:

Rule 11. The Line Judges

Position of line judges
watching sidelines
as per arrow.

. :

Using but 2 line iudgef
- .

O

, Using 4 line judges

6) According to 'international practice, a line judge is expected to
signal every foul occurring in relation to the line for which the
line judge is responsible. The line juage should signal, even if an
out ball was touched by a player, or touched one of the antennas.

7) Where experienced line judges are used, it is recommended that
the referee instruct them to automatically signal when the ball,
which is out, was contacted by a player (of the receiving team)
before it was out. .
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RUle 12. Duration of the Game and Choice of Telm Area
":: ....1. .

..-...
CHAPTER IV

RULES OF PLAY ' ''. .,.. .,
;.-

.
RULE 12. DURATION OF THE GAME ANDS :.

' CHOICE OF TEAM AREA

::..Ai-ticle 1. NUMBER OF GAMES IN A MATCHAll niatches,'Shalf I.
. consist of the best three out of five games. .

Note: For tournament play, the number of games in a match. may. be
modified to meet the time schedule. -

Article 2. CHOICE OF PLAYING AREAThe captains will call the
toss of a coin for the choice of team area or the service :.The win-
ner of the toss chooses either the playing area or the right to serve

. first.
Article 3. CHOICE OF PLAYING AREA FOR DECIDING GAME-7,

Before the beginning of the deciding gamethe. referee-Makes a
new toss of the coin to decide the choice of playing area. or ser-
vice_

VAriclO.4.SHAAtEOF PLAYING AREASAfter-eac 'gam eoof a
. match:. the:teami..will 'change playing areas, except in the deCid7,

illg jatiii:: ',:, i .:

Article 5. CHANGE OF OWING, iREICPIDECIDING GAME OF- ...-. ...",,
.. ' MATCHWhen teams:are:tied .nirmber of ganies won in atied

:.s.-inatc11,.4.nd .oiie of the. teams ....ache,seight points, the .teams will'
;,':Change playing areas automati yi' The serving will continue by
. the'-player who served prior to the ange. In case the change was

not made at the proper time, it will take place as soon as the ref-
eree or one of the captains notices. The score remains unchanged.

Article 6. INTERRUPTIONS OF PLAY
a) Time-but for rest may be granted by th?referee or umpire

only when the ball is dead. In requesting .a time -out, the cap-
Min or coach must indicate whether the time-out is for rest or
substitution. If such indication is not given, the referee will
assume that the time-out is fdr rest. ..

b) During a time-out the players are not allowed to leave the? .,,
court and 'may not speak to anyone except to receive advice. ..,
from their coach, who, however, may not enter the court :. '7-;:::::.:-.4;

c) A team is allowed two time-outs for rest in eachi3inge2 Tife'....'
length of a time-out is limited to 30 seconds. TwoCOnseCiitive
tirm:outs for rest may be requested by eitherjearrh without
thelretumption of play between time-outs,. A time-,9iiit for rest
May ..b&TeSllowed immediately by a reqUest frotri-cither team

aisitbgaution. ...

:....(7-
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12,- pOretion.Of the Game and Choice of Tear; Area

If;4-etror, =a tiird;time.-.Out for rest is requested, it shall be re-
"' fuser d the captain or coach making the request will be

.:...;:,warne In case' of a repetition during the same game, the
'offentlin team will 'be penalized with lbss of service, or. if the
opponin were serving,: a point awarded.

e) FolloWing 6 Substitution of -a player, "the play wilt. be
sumed un edutely, and no one,. including the coach,. is' al-
lowed.to ad 'the players during the substitution:

f) In case of jury, an interruption of three minutes will be
allowe,'...o will not be counted as a time -out for rest IF the
inj: player cannot be replaced. As. soon as the referee. no-
tices an injury,- play vll.be stopped, and the referee will direct
a play-over when the game is,resiuned. .

gy A maximum interial,of two- minutesiS allowed between gameS .

of a: match. Between the fourth and fifth gatneof'a match, this
interval shall be five.:ininutes. The interval, between games in
cludes the time for change of play* areas and submitting of

. . lineups.
Ailicie 7. INTERRUPTIONS OF THE MATCHIf -any ..circum- -

Stances or series of circumstances prevent the cOmpktiOn of an
-international matchsuch as bad Weather, failure of equipment;
etc.the following Shall apply: .

a) If the game is resumed on the same court after one or several-
peliodt not exceeding four hOurt,!...the results of the inter-
rupted game will remain the'sanie;' and the:game resumes "un-
tterthe,same conditions as beforethe interruption:

'h) -if. thernateh is resitined-on .another court os in another facil-
ity of the'interriipted,gatne will be cancelled. The re-
sultS.Of.any. completed pine of the match will be counted.

Thecineelled tatiie-Will'be,replayed under the same conditions
...as before the interruption.'..
c) If the delaY exceeds.lour hours, the match' shall be .reiSlailed,

,regardless of *here played.
. ,

COMMENTARIES ON RULE 12, DURATION
, .

OF TM GAME, CHANGING SIDES, TIME-OUTS

DURATION OF. MATCHES .

When only two:teams are involved in
competition, the best out of 5 games is advoCated. In special com-.
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Rule 12. Duration of the Game and Choicieof Team Area .!

. .

petition sitpationywhere brackets, pools, round-robins, etc., are the
format, a let number of games'may be the. ode.
2) TIM -OUT FOR REST.

a) As.soon as a tithe-onthas been gr ted, the ball must, be given '
to the umpire: . .

e. b) Time -outs may be shortened if the captain or coach who asked
for themyishes.- .

,, c) The extension of the first time -out is. penalized by automatic
accordance of the second time-out, whose entire length May
then be..u.ied. The extension of the second time-out .will. be
'penalized by, the referee and .is recorded on' the scoresheet."
(Rule .5; Article 2c.) - :

d) If the captain of the coach of either team asks the.umpire for .

a time-out or a substitution after the referee has blown the
whistle, the umpire must refuse. If however, the umpire blows
the whistle and play is stoppe4 the team asking. for- the tithe- ,

out iithot penalized; the ball is replaYed.
e) To better explain the idea of the rule concerning time-out, a

recapitulation is given: . P
(1) When the ball is dead, the tear& have the rightto ask for

all their time-outs during the same interruption of play..
Time-Ouq' may be awardedtucceSsively:e.g:; Time-out A,

, ° Time-outlTime-out B, Tithe-out A.
(2) When the ball is dead, iteam may orily,ask once for sub-

-stitutiojam,A tearri'mayask for several. substitutions but in
this cagr the coach must make it clear, at the, moment of

". requesting substitution, that. several changes.will be made. .

However, the.umpire should at -the changes to be made-
one after the other so that e scorer may note them.

o
. properly. . '': ' .

(3) wis...per,initteci..w.wfoo*Sitioiticiifoiljiiiii:tij4:4:4.
, 1*#1iisiiiiaikitiii*46***0

4elay.-:-the.
-14301jei*P4c#0:-01i0At'Ogial*cin-X:thi=tfmk-0430:: d

:::,-0004:::ifijskr14yez0****06006144-

(4) During the same interruption of play, a time-out may be
requ ted after a substi 'on, etc.' However, no team mar'.1° ma two successive reliests for subatitutions: Substitu-
ti A, Substitution is allowed.

T) player is 'injure the referee should ask for a substitu-
tion

. 5

to be made as lif Trit*OnaliiylioWitiThe referee 7
may only award the special threeNinure "injury"' time-out if
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. ,Rtile 13. Commencement of Play and theService

there is absolutely no possibility of substituting the injured
player, i.e., if the team has only six players. If a team has more
than six players, an abnormal substitution is allowed, if nec-
essary. An abnormal substitution, due to injury, shonid be
noted on the scoresheet as such.

g) The umpire must ask for the lineup ticpts for the followmg
game as soon as a game has finished, and ensure that e two-
minute interval between es is not .rolon ed. The

7,

73

h) Any interruption of the match ould be cecorded on the
. scoresheet.

3) CHANGING§ID
a) Changing ,sides during the fihal game must be done witlk a

minimuniof delay. No instructions can be given to the play-
ers as they change over. The players must assume the same
positions on court as they were in before the change,

b) As soon ,as the change has been made, the scorer must maG
sure that the players are in the correct positions.

c) In directing the change ofcourts in the middle of the deciding
game, the referee may:
(1) Signal the teams to the endlines and then signal the teams

to change courts.
(2) Signal' the teams to change courts by moving directly

letwAgoriggeMOUacross underthe net and take lip their.positions.

4INCide.c:cht* eUPiayint aeMCC,

RULE 13. COMMENCEMENT OP PLAY AND THE SERVICE

Article 1. THE SERVICEThe service is the act of putting the bat
in play by the .player in the right back position, who hits the ball
with the hand (open or closed) or any part of the arm, to send it
over the net into the opponent's area. The server shaJI.Serve from
within the area designated for this purpbse. At the instant the bill
is contacted the service is completed. The ball shall be clearly hit
for the service after being thrown or released from the other hand

. -
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Rule 13. Commencement of PI;y and the Settee

At the initant the ball is hit for the service, the player must be
behind the end line and between the two lines marking the service
4rea.but may enter the court immediately after the ball is hit. If,

a after being thrown or released from the hand, the ball falls to the
(ground) fl9or without being hit or contacted, the service shall be
takerfbver. However, the referee will not allow the game to be de-

41aYed in this manner.
The service is considered good if the ,,ball passes over the net

corarletelymbet*een 'the antennas or their indefinite extension,
with-out touching,the net.

The service must be made immediately after the readinesi-to-
.,seiggnal by theleferee...lf the player serves before the referee's

,Article
, the service isoancelled and a re-serve will be directed.

2. DURATION ORSERVICEA player continues to serve
liritil a fault is committed by the serving team.

-4.0

Article 3. SERVING FAULTSThe referee will signal side-out and
directIP change of service to the other team when one of the fol-
lowingserving faults occurs: .
a) The bal?touches the net.
b) The ball passes under the net.
c) The ball touches an antenna or does not pass over the net com-

pletely etween the antennas. or their indefinite extensions.
d) The ball

A
uches a player of the serving team or any object be-.' fore entering the opponent's playing area. -.

e) The ball lands outside of the limits of the opponent's playing
area.

. -
Article 4. SERVING OUT OF ORDERIf a.team has served out of

order, the team loses the service. and any pointt gained during
such out of order service. The players of the team at fault must
immediately resume their correct positions.

Article 5. SERVICE IN SUBSEQUENT GAMESThe team not serv-
ing first in the preceding game 'of a match shall serve firs* the
next game of a match except in the deciding game of a match. In
this instance, the first serve is decided by the toss of a coin.

Article 6. DELAYING THE GAMEAny act which, in the opinion
of the referee.,delayS tfie game will be penalized.

Article 7. SCREENING 7,At the moment of service it is illegal for
' players of the serving team- to wave their arms, jump or form
groups of two or more players for the purpose of forming a
screen tb conceal the action of the seEver.
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Rule 13. Commencement of Play and the Servicat

COMMENTARIES ON RULE 13, BEGINNING
OF THE GAME, SERVICE

1} If the server throws the 'tall in the air but does not hit it and if
it touches some part of the server's body as it falls, this counts
as a fault and the ball is given to the other team. The server
must allow the ball to drbp to the floor to avoid a penalty.

2) Service cannot be madfr(vith two hands.
3), At the moment the Bali is hit, the server may not touch or step

on the back line of the court. When the ball is hit, the server
may touch the sidelines marking the service area, but may not
cross either line or their extension. The server may not touch
the baseline. The line judge concerned and the referee should
watch for such faults.

. 4) At the moment of the service, the server may jump or move
forward. As soon as the ball has been hit, the server may land on
the back line or inside the court in completing the serving' action. Some part of the server's body must still be in_ r above
the service area at the moment of contact with the ball.

5) If the served ball touches the net (net ball), at the moment the
opposing team is whistled for a positional fault, the server's
team scores a point.

6) The service is a fault when:
a) The player serves from outside the service area.b) The ball is thrown or pushed.
c) The player serves with two hands.
d) The service is not made following the rotation order.e) The ball is not thrown or released before it is hit.7) At the moment the ball is served, all players must be on the
court except the server. If one of the players crosses a boundary
line, with one foot, for example, it is a fault. The umpire and
the referee should watch for these faults and signal when they
occur.

- -

9) ervicemay be . oc t s an s over t e net.
10) The whistle for readiness-to-serve must be blown as soon as the

referee considers all players are in position and ready.
II) The service must be made as soon as the referee blows the

whistle. The referee will allow a delay of about 5 seconds after
' blowing the whistle. If a server does not serve within 5 seconds,
this delay must be penalized with loss of service. EXCEPTION!'
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Rule 14. Change of Service

If after releasing or throwing the ball from the hand preparatory
to service, the ball falls to the (ground) fleor without being hit
or contacted, the server may make a second and last attempt at
service for which an additional 5 ,seconds.is allowed. Any addi-
tional attempts will be penalized by loss of service.

The server is net allowed.to delay service after the referee's
whistle, even if it appears that players on that team are in wrong
positions or are not ready.

12)

ItIttwo-A . . ,,,. , --.
....,

lajbovo*".tthakten **sea.- : :
......,-----

14) In order to clarify the interpretation of Rule 13, Arti 6, if is
necessary to explain that any attempt to delay the game must
be penalized by the referee; after the first warning, the referee
must penalize the team concerned by denoting it a serious
offense.

15) -.101,-AltitiWinikIlKthajicree_ning10144 bti'',:a110* fairtr glerat,ifeir:
.orthe40*" . tie Aci*tierrOttlie:
setting lei*iirAniOailie :#0: 40:(3')
*al .: .ffxtrzituAil:. .::04.f Illiq

-,1 voi:itakiVii:" iiiiin
,191Wiiialt '24siliereiClivilaiiiiIeanid, Of:

..:41iliglinle team plater ''' In.
rahitOiiiiiiii o AhO.IP:lnif :CF.:Ii:tiiiT,
stfe0i ViOligiilOinig-ti****cr. tine=meter visga1 to view
thalami.; The epenafty for screening is loss of service.

16) Th2 directional flight of the serve should be considered when
-determining a screen.

17) ThO.7referee wrist avatalle IlliiilitiOiiihiir:Of the Ciniteibsick to
any ; faint line -playass as to whether thOieldayers are.acting as a

- , .. ., ... .. . . ,.

RULE 14. CHANGE OF SERVICE

Article 1. Change of service takes place when the serving team
commits a fault.

Article 2. The service will change sides when a side-out is signaled.

ss NAGWS VOLLEYBALL GUIDE
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Rule 15. Change of Position

COMMENTARIES ON RULE 14, CHANGE OF SERVICE

At each change of service, the team winning the service must
rotate.

Accordingly, at the beginning of the game, only e team serv-
ing the first ball remains in the same position. When this am makes
a iiistalce, the oppdsite. team must rotate betpte erving.

RULE 15. CHANGE OF POSI Orsi

Article 1. The team which receives the ball for s rvAce (following a
side-out) shall rotate one position clockwise bef e sirving.

Article 2. At the beginning of a new game, the players may change
their positions, providing the scorer has received new lineups be-

. fore the beginning of the game.

COMMENTARIES ON RULE
CHANGE OF POSITION (ROTATION).

1) Rotation must be clockwise. In the back row, the player in the
right hand corner moves to the center and the player in the
center moves to the left-hand corner. This means, that the player
on the right in front moves to the right-hand corner. in the back
and serves. In this way, each player occupies each of the six
positions in succession.

2) Only as the server hits the ball the players must be in their cor-
responding potion; at this moment, they must be in the order
noted on the sc resheet.

3) As soon as th all has been hit, the players can move wherever
they, like, s 'tang within the front and back lines and between
the two line of players.

4) At the be ing of each game, a team can change its lineup by
putting new players on court. However, the scorer must be
notified before the game of any changes that are to be made.

. The coaches or captains must give the scorer the lineups marked,
on the forms provided.

5) ff.a -otaithjesiti'fts TnteriSiitiaTOICOF

toy uhnsit 1.1=111.,
aid

.

6) After submitting a lineup to the scorer, a coach may make any
. number of changes, even rearranging of players,"tiggig
OFFICIAL VOLLEYBALL RULES, 1978-79 e n 59
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Rule 16. Contacting The Ball During Play

atairiK.WartakinaMwithout penalty. After that time
any error must-be corrected y using regular substitution pro-
cedure. ,

RULE16. CONTACTING THE BALL DURING PLAY

Article 1. MAXIMUM OF THR1EE-CONTACTS ON A SIDE Each
tAm is allowed a maximum of Ahree successive contacts of the
ball in order to return the ball tbthe opponent's area*. (Excep-
tion: Rule 17, Art. 4, a, b.)

Article 2. CONTACT OF BALL WITH THUODYThe ball may be
hit with any part of the body above and ificluding the waist.

Article 3. SIMULTANEOUS CONTACTS WITH BODYThe ball
can cbniact any number of parts of the body down to the waist
Providing:-the contacts are simultaneous and that the ball is not

':'field but hit and rebounds-cleanly.,
Aptide.4...CONTACTED- BALLA playei who contacts the ball or

^ is cOb.tacted. b3Pithe be: considered as having played .the
.

Article 5: HEED BALLAtien the,ball comes to rest momentarily in-
thPfiands or,irms of a Player-it:J.5,- considered as being held. The
ball' must .be°,plearily. hit. -Scoopine, lifting, pushing or carrying
the ball .sha1.14--Con,s.idered ,as,...hOlding. A ball clearly hit with ,
both hands froinberci4*.consii;lered a good . ,

Article 6. DOUBLE CONTACT:::AI,Iayer.:contaCtirethe..ball more
than once with whatever tart oCthe, boarWithoul any other
player having touched it between these contacts,' will be con-
sidered as having Committed. a double hit. (Exception: Blocking
Rule 17, Art. 4, b.)

COMMENTARIES ON RULE 16,
CONTACTING THE BALL DURING PLAY

1) CONTACT
a) The contact must be brief and instantaneous.- When the ball

has been hit hard, it sometimes stays very briefly in the
hands of the player who receives it. In this case, a contact that
is played from below or a high reception where the ball is
received high in the air, should not be penalized. .

b) The following ways of playing the ball should not be counted
as faults:
(1) When the s9und made is different to the sound made by
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Rule i7 . Sltnialtaneoui Contacts and Blocking

a finger' tip hit, but the is still played simultaneously
with both,hands and the -ball' is not held.

(2) When the ball' tOuChes the .plaices finger-tips and imme-
diatelyn reboands behind the.player.

(3) When the ball h played correctly and the player's hands
move backWards, either du*g or after the hit.

c) Faults that ale Seen to occur must be penalized. The referee
must only 1(36k at the part of the.body making contact with
the ball. The referee should not, be influenced by the position
of the player's body before and after playing the ball. The rule-
makes no mention of -any-physical.position in which the ball
may not be played correctly.

d) The .International .Volleyball,Federation and. the Internationl
Referee's CoMmission insist that referees allow the ball.to be
played.above the pLayer's.head and from any other position.i

e) If a team makes a:fourth Successive touch, the umpire sho#1d
signal to ihe ;eferee:but not blow the whistle. If the umpire
signals: the fault hilt-the referee does not wish to act on this
signali the u-Mpire should not insist. Four touches are allowed
however. when the.,firSt touch by the team was a blocking
attempt. s

2) SIMULTANOU$ TOUCHES
A ballinay contact seVerapartgiOf the body at the same time but
if it :does mot dq so simultaneously, this constitutes the fault of
"dotible coritade", '

3) DOUBLE.CONTACT :

;) Tlhe double, contact fault is judged by sight; to judge it by
sound is unreliable,'especially if the match is played befo a

, large 'itinnber of spectatOri 'who intentionally make no&gto
disguiie whitthey think,niay be a fault. . .

kilib) It -is the .referee Who'must decide whether or not t he b as
been played correctlY. r , 7 t,

- 4) ACCIDENTAL CONTACT
If- a` player has accidental:contact With any Oh* ond the ,

I j ends of the2net (e.g. a post, cables, etc. : .), this d not
counted as a. fault,' :provided that such contact has no effect on
the sequence of play.A0MieWelY'Etaibbitit
PeorW*-0*.(41101nOtWitzede?1,41ssh ikoet

RuLE.17:'SIMUTANEOUS CONTACTS AND BLOCKING
:ktgicle .SIMULTANEOUS CONTACTS BY OPPONORTShi .a

simultaneous 7Contacti. of the ball by two opponents above -the-.
OFICIAL VOLLEYBALL RULES, 1978-79
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Rule 17. Simultaneous Contacts and Blocking

net, the player on the side opposite the projected flight of the
ball is considered to have contacted it last. After such a simul-
taneous contact by opponenls, the team whose side the ball
enters has the right to play the ball three times.

If, after the simultaneous contact, the ball lands irr the playing
area, the team on whose side it lands is penalized. However, if the
ball lands out of bounds, the team on the opposite of the net is at
fault.

If the ball is held simultaneously by two opposing players, it is
. a double fault and the referee will direct a play-over.

Article 2. BALL PLAYED BY TWO TEAMMATESIf two or more
teammates attempt to play the ball at the same time and the ball
is contacted. only by one of them, this shall be considered as one
contact !Oak. When two players of the same team contact the
ball simultaneously, this is considered as two contacts. (Excep-,
tion: Rule 17, Art. 4, b., c.)

A player may play the ball while in contact with a teammate
providing no teammate is used as a, means of support to reach the
ball. It is legal to hold 1i,ick a'play.ee Who is about to commit a
fault.

Article 3. DOUBLE FAULTWfiiii IWO opponents commit a fault.-
simultaneously, the referee will direct a play-over.

Article 4. BLOCKING .

a) Blocking is the action at the net of attempting to intercept the
ball coming from the opponent's side. Any player is consid-
ered as having the intention to block if any part of the body is
placed above the height of the net in a position at the net.
Blocking can be.Ve.rformed by any or all players of the front
line.-Aiiyattethp't to. block is considered as an actual block.
only -if. the ball is.t-ecintacted, by one or more blockers. The
team! which has:effected an actual block shall have the.righttO
three more 'Coritaci**'-ifi Orcler:Yol-retlirn the ball to the oppo-
nent's area.

b) Any player participating in a "bl'ock in-which. the ball is con -
tacted shall have the right to make the next contact, such
contact counting as the first of three contacts allowed the
team.

c) If the ball contacts one ,or more players during the block, this
Will be counted as only one contact for the team even if these
contacts. are not made simultaneously by the teammates par-
ticipating in the block.

cP Back line players may not .block at the net, but may retrieve
the ball in any other position near or away from the block.

.
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Rule 17. Simultaneous Contacts and Blocking

e) Any blocker(s).may reach over the net; however the blocker(s)
shall, not contact the ball over the opponent's area until after
the completion of the opponent's action which sends the ball
toward the blocker's side.

Article S. AFTER THE BLOCK -Whesx ball,.after liaving tOuched
the -top. of the net and the oppo6"ebt's block, returns to the ,
tacker'vside, this team then has The right of three more contacts,
in order to return the ball to the opponent's area.

COMMENTARIES ON RULE 17,
SIMULTANEOUS CONTACT AND BLOCKINGf +

1) SIMULTANEOUS TOUCH OPPONENTS
Article 1 of this rulejs designed to ensure the continuity of play.
The referee must whistle only if the ball rests momentarily be-

' tween the hands or arms of opposing players.
The ball must be replayed without a point or change of ser-

vice being awarded.
2) SIMULTANEOUS TOUCH TEAMMATES....

The struggle and confusionthat ;an occur between
ers in the-same team in: effort to play4;lait,'-ilieady consti-

tutes a sufficient handicap to that leant' t there being any
penalty awarded by the referee; the referee 'initSt therefore avoid
calling a double contact :whenever two plaierS :attempt to play
the ball at the same time.tThe refeiee shOuld only penalize a
double contact when it harbeen 'clearly seen:

3) DOUBLE FAULT
The referee must-decide *liether-.-two or more faults _that. have
been made and each signalled by one-of the.officials;"oqcurred.at.
the same time. If .they did not occur simultaneously, the referee
must state which occurred.first.

4) THE BLOCK
. a) Each ball directed towards the opponent's area, inclu*Ohe

serve, can be blocked by one or a group of theoppoitittgfrOnt-
:: '. line players.

b.).Balls passed bet14eu playersor.the, same team that do not'
travel across the net may not.belilOdked. However, if one:Of
these passes, through 'a bad technical-.action, projects the ball
above, the net so that sorriesparf Of .the ball is over the vertical
plane of the net, the ball maybe- blocked since it has traveled
from the opponent's side..
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Rule 17. Simultaneous Contacts and Blocking

c) The rule governing the block allows the ball to be blocked not
only above th6.defending team's court area but alio above the
opponent'stcourt area. When blocking, a player may touch a
ball on ;he other side of the net but only when the ball has
been projected towards that player's side of the net.

d) The referee must decide whether the opposition's shot was
really made first and whether the block followed. This means
that in the case of simultaneous contact between. the spilcer
and the blocker on the spiker's side of the net, the blocker's
shot is illegal and must be penalized by the referee.

e)-.Service may be blocked with the player's hands crossing the
net.

f) If the ball is traveling! across the net: and no player is near
enough to play it, the blocker may block with the hands across
the net, after the first or second- touch. On the other hand, if
one of the players is near and about ready to make a play and
a blocker makes contact with the ball, the block is illegal.

g) If one of the blockers putitivhands over the net and spikes
the ball during the blockinif action, it is a fault. However, the
"blocker's arms and hands- may. be in any position."

..h) A backcourt player .may::like part in any attempted tilOck, !:.-
if the backcourt player'-niakes contact on the block' or the
...player(s) next to the baCkcdurt player makes contact with the
block, it will be a faultbecanse the backcourt player has.Par-....,

, ticipated on the block and therefore will be penalized.
always permitted- to make a block above the opponents'

. court once the opposition has played the ball three times.
j) Each ball directed towards the opponent's area, including the

serve, can be blocked by one or a group of the opposing front-
line players. .

The members of a two or three-player block must be
0 placed close to each other and at the net, if they are to be con-
sidered as a composite block and to benefit from the rule al-
lowing contacts that are not made simultaneously by-the play-
ers blocking. If the third front line player is separated. from the
other two players ..ltraWYJMIffeffigiE but also attempts a
block . and. also contacts the ball, this shall count as the first
contact of the three allowable contacts following the actual
block. Init.. - -71;Wei

fc
k) A player is considered to attempt a -block whenever the player

tries to prevent the ball crossing the net by contacting the ball
above the net.
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Rule 17. Simultaneous Contacts and Blocking

1) A player may 'take a blocking position with the hands and
arnis over the net before the opponent's.attick, if in so doing
there is no interference with the opponent% play before their
attack. It is always permitted to block with the hinds and
arms, over the net to intercept the opponent's attack. The,,:
hands and arms of the Mockers may be ni any pOsition.what-..'

. .
. .

m)The ball may be contacted by one or more players4taking
in the block, even if it can be seen that during the black-the
hall has contacted in rapid succession:
(1) Thelands (or arms) of one player after the other.
(2) The handsc' (or .arms) of several players, one after the

other.
'(3) The hands 'of one or more players and then some other

part(s) of the bodabove the waist.
In-all these cases,..the block contacts) count as a single

qontact. If, after the bait has contacted the block, one of the
Mockers contacts:the ball again': with another action, this
counts. as the team's first contact of the.three allowable-fol-
lowing the blOck. (Four allowable counting the block contact
itself). ,

. n) When the ball touches the top of the net, as well as the hands
of an opposing blocker, the block is counted and the attacking
.team is allowed another three.touches.

..o) When a blocker touches the baltby ruining the hands over the
net, even over the antenna, or aea position completely outside
the antenna; the action is allowed and considered as a normal

;biockoHende it is not a fault to.,mak,e a-block at a position out-
.side the Antenna.
(1) The blocicoutsidathe antenna-is-allowed.
(21. The touch by the blocker(s) of the cable supporting.the

'net isnot 'allowed during:this action.
(3) Ball returned by blocker(s) to the spiker's side remains in

Play normally; if it lands out of court, it is the bleicker(s)
mistake,: if it lands inside the opponents' court it is the
opponent's mistake, since the opponent was allowed to
play three times. In case a team having initially attacked,
takes:back the ball after a block, ithas normally the right
to play three times. (This last point can be an exception
to Rule 18 Art 4,of the comnientarie

,.. referee must judge whether the
blockers contacted the ball completely on Jheir own side::. ,
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Rule 1& Play at the Net

of the net. If this is the judeffent, then the ball is judged
to be riot of bounds by the-attacking team and .plaY"
conies immediately dead: The contact by the blockers is
of no consequence. The ball does nOi have to be corn-
pletely over the net before the blockers contact fpr it to
be judged out -of- bounds: However if the contact b the
blockers is made

the blockers' side o
three more plays. ,

even ou: outside the antenna,
If the ball sh2iuld rebound onto

e net, the blocking team is allowed

RULE 18. PLAY AT THE NET

Article 1. BALL TOUCHING THE NETWhen a ball in play, other
than alerve, touches the net completely between the antennas, it
is- considered good and play continues.

Article 2. BALL CROSSING THE NETTo be good, /the ball-must
cross the net completely between the antennas or their indefinite
eitenalons.

Article 3.43ALL IN NET BETWEEN ANTENNASA ball hitting the
,pet between the antennas may be played again, other than a
'naive If the ball touches the net without crossing to the oppo-
hent'S side after a team's three allowable contacts, the referee

' 'shall not stop the play until the 'ball is contacted for the fourth
time or has touched the playing surface.

Article 4. NETi,DRIVEN INTO A PLAYERIf the ball is driven into
the net with such force as to cal* the net to contact a member
of the opponent% team, such cO:ntact shall not be considered a
fault on the part of the latter. 41,

Article, 5. SIMULTANEOUS CONTACT OF THE NETIf two op-
ponents ,contact the net simultaneously, it shall constitute a
double fault.

COMMENTARIES ON RULE 18, PLAY AT THE NET
.

1) If, after the third allowable contact, the ball goes into the net,'the
referee must not blow the whistle until after the fault is,,com-
mined, i.e., until the'ball touches the ground or isdilayed for the
fourth time. .

After a strong hit, the ball may hit the net in such a manner
that it may subsequently roll over the net.
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Rule 18. they at The Net 4.

' However, if -the referee blows the whistle and then the ball
rolls over the net, a play over sha be directed. ..ll

2) If the ball goes into the net between the antennas it can be 'played
again (except on service), provided the player does not touch the
net.

3) If the net is torn by the servioe, the service is lost. If it is torn dur-
ing a point, after the ball has crossed the net on service, the point
must be played again.. ;

4) If, during the play, the ball crosses the vertical plane of the net
anbelow the net or outside an antenna (or its assumed extension), it

,
may be returned to the playing team's side by, a teammate, pro-

.. viding the ball has not ye.tacomp,letely crossed the vertical plane
. '' when such contact is made, ituir,Ihni0e4Crffc1011.dite-7

spent orthe cextegfthe .eatibliahecl 'fur thal:oukt-, Referees are re-
minded that a player attempting to mike a play (the player has a
touch coming) may reach completely across the plane of the net
and that a penalty must only be awarded when the ball is con-
tacted while the the ball is completely on the opponent's side of
the net. .., .

.5) A team may only direct the ball across the net between the two
antennas that are affixed on both. sides (both ends) of the net. If
the opponents block a ball which is being hit ou ide the antenna
befora-anY part of th, :'.101ir fiinni*Pnkl*WIAT I Tizittrif**;
:the hall remains* pla.V,.:::::',.:'''>;., ...i.'.:Y'.. '.:. lii...:::::1.:,-.-,

6) A player from Team B may not obstruct a player of. Team A nor
touch the ball while die Team.A player is playing it.

7) The net may not be contacted by the players while the ball is in
play. Inacheitea Oontitci: of the neel*thiliak:ivisicTikaWkai
Inv' kentin801 the-J*3,00r* tioill001,iinir:bY-t*cfficia140
.00drc0.00.***NegtezWPr..;44-.43_Pellnlin4°...i::i::),.c:.':_,:.1:;:zZi;7L

8) If a player has accidental contact with any object .beyond the
ends of the netle:g. a post, cables etc. . . .), this should not be
Counted as a fault, provided that such contact has no effect on'
the sequence of play. DelRierafefirabblintthilthibTaaitifekkaup-
Orti:oeirifigee.i 'Ain& whala tie' liatis:in igay;::Vlise*itnti*
or center line violiltionAkliennliOtInt net1401atkonL:_,:-.?- '...,,k2..E..:ii.:

9) The whistle should only be blown once a fault has been com-
mitted. Both the -referee and umpire should be careful to observe

'this rule and, in particular, to be able to distinguish when a player
touches the net (a fault) and when the net touches a player (not,
a fault).
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Rule 20. Crossing the Center Line

- RULE 19. HAND4 PASSING OVER THE NET

Articie 1. VIJRING TEE BLOCKContacting the ball over the net
above the opponent's playing area before the opponent's act#411.L.
to send the ball toward the opposite side.,is made,Y,shAll cbniiistiteir

*". a fault. ,

Article 2. AFJER THE SPIKE Hands passing over the..nei. after aspike is not a fault. '.

COMMENTARIES ON RULE 19',.HANDS PASSING-
OVER THE NET

1) When one.or several blockers oontact the ball on the opposite side
of. the net, .after the opposing team has cotnpleteck its action. of. .
directing the ball to their opponents, this does'. not constithit. a
fault. On the other hand;if they contact the ball above.the-oppo-
nent's side during the play Or before. the opponents lave dom
pleted their action of directing the ball across the net, this consti=
tutes a fault.

2) A player is not allowed to *Oct the ball bn the opposite side.of
the net'..ff the ball is hit above, the atiet side of the courf.and '
_then -the follow-through -tosses the net without touching'the net,
such an action does not constitute a fault.. , .

it a 20. CROSSING THE 'CENTER LINE.
-

L
a,Article ,ik TAtT .WITH OPPON ENT'S PLAYING AREACon-tact:witIr y part of a' player's. body with the opponent's side ,

'of the court during play-cons iViitai a-fault. ouching the oppo-:
nent's playing atea with a foot or feet- is not a fault, providing
that .some part ot the encroaching foot- or feet 'remains dp or_
above the center -line- at the time such contact. .It is not a fault'
to enter. the opponent% "side of the court -aft& the ball is dead as:

. determined by the referet
Article:2. CROSSIIIG THE VERTICAL PLANECrossing:the verti:. ,cal plane of the net with any part of the body, with the purpose

of interference or distraction of -the opponent, while the ball is .in play, constitutes a fault. .

COMMENTARIES ON RULE 20, CROSSING.THE CENTER. LINE '
1) A player may put hands under the net in order to.,play ploy.;

near the net, provided that player does not interfere with an op-
posing player.
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Rule 21. Back Line PlareN047

2) Under no circumstances may a player move on to the op ponent's
. area before the referee or the umpire has whistled to denote the
end of a point or an interruption. Crossing the center line after
the ball has touched the floor (play is dead) is not a fault.

3) *IrgAlffillek
AVOIK.:4011t

ettlomielFte

MAP*.
cater linegatimkbad.oessio.--."4.47:11-l'17:

RULE 21. BACK LINE PLAYERS

111=rimisitZtPliEwilit

Article 1. RESTRICTIONS IN ATTACK AREABack line players
may not direct a ball from within the attack area Ito the oppo-

. nent's playing area unless the ball is below the height of the net
when Ct. From behind the attack line, a player may, in'any way
permissible, hit the ball into the opponent's area. A back line
player spiking from back of the attack line may land on or in
front of the attack line providing the take-off was clearly behingl
that line. .

Article 2. RESTRICTIONS ON BLOCKWGBack line players may
ubt participate in the action of blocking.

Article 3. LIMITSOF ATTACK AREAAs the attack line extends
indefinitely, a back line player may not hit a ball into the oppo-
nent's half of the court from above the height of the net while
outside the court and within such extended limits of the attack
-area.

COMMENTARIES ON RULE 4, BACKLLNE PLAYERS

1) A backline player who is inside the attack zone or it41assumed
extension may only play the ball directly into the opposite court
if, at the moment of contact, the ball is not completely above
the level of the top of the net.

In Article 1; the phrase "ball below the height of the fiet" is
interpreted to mean the bottom of the ball must be below the top
of the net. Contacting the ball when the bottom of the ball is
above the top of net and directing it into the opponents' court
while a backline player who is in the attack area, is a fault.

2) If a back player, at the net along with the blockers, *collator
the body allime.the set in_sa ittevtterbipcic, and is touched by
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Rule 23. Point ar Side-Out

the ball or the touches any of the players in that block, it is
a fault, back libic)layers not having the right to participate in a,
igo ck.

However, ifthe blotk containing, the backline player does not
;touch the ball, /lie attempt to block is riot considered to be a

fault..
;at

RULE 22. 'BALL OUT OF PLAY

Article 1. IL .'TOUCHING NET OUTSIDE OF ANTENNA-A
ball that uches an antenna or the net outside an antenn4;is
considered a being out.

Article 2e:BALL TOUCHING OUTSIDE IHE COURTThe ball is
considered %gibe out of bounds when it touches the floor or any
abject outside of the court. A ball touching any boundary line of%
the court is gooil

Article 3. The whistle of the referee stops all play. The ball is then
.' dead.

:-' COMANTARIES ON RULE 22, BAIL OUT OF PLAY
s

A ball which his passed completely beyond or across the vertical
plane of the net outside the antennas or under the net is ont of play.

. RULE 23. POINT OR SIDE-OUT
V

A side-out is declared against the serving team if it commits the
"fault or a point is awarded to the serving team if the other team is

the offend0Pwhen: ,
1) The ball touches the floor. (Rule 24, Art. 2) " 0.

2) A team hatplayed the ball more than three times corfsecutively.
(Rule 16, Alt. 1; Exceptio Rule 17, Art. 4a, b.) e

3) The ball is lint of pushed. CRule 16, Art. 3 & 5)
4)- The ball touches a player below tlit waist. (Run 16, Art. 2 & 3)
5) A player touches the ball twice consecutively. (Rule.16, Art. 6;

Exception:vRule 174, Art. 4b) -

6) Teait is odt of position at service. (Rule 5, Art. 4) .,7:: .
7) A player touches th'& net or an antenna. (Rule 9; #6; Rule 18,4

. Art. 4 & b ...
87 A player conipletely crosses the center line. (Mule 20, Art. 1)

k....,.9) A player sp es the ball aboVe the opponent's.playing area.
(Rule 19, Art. 2) ,.

10) 4 back line player (Mule in the attack area hits the ball into thei
70
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Rule 23. Point Or Side-Out

opponent's side of the court from above the height of the net.
(Rule 21)

11) A ball has not passed over the net completely between the .

antennas. (Rule 13, Art. 1 & 3, c. & Rule 18, Art. 2)
12) A ball lands outside the court or touches an object outside the

court. (Rule 22, Art. 2)
13) A ball is played by a player who in turn Nfs.sisted by a team-

mate as a means of support. (Rule 17, Art. 2). After having
touched the ball, a player can touch the net support (post)
without penalty. .

14) A player receives a personal penalty. (Rule 4, Art. 4) '
15) A team, after warning, receives deliberate instructions from

Abach, manager, or substitutes. (Rule 4, Art. 3, e.)
16) When a fault is committed by two opponents during the same

play, only the first will be penalized. If both fault's are com-
mitted simultaneously, a play-over will be directed. (Rule 17,
A & Rule 18, Art. 5)

-'` 1,7) 'A yet' reaches under the iiet sand touches the ball or an
op onent while. the ball is in play by the opposite team. (Rule
20, Art. 2). (Note: Crossing the vertical plane under the net is

no fault, providing the' player does not touch an opponent
and does not interfere with the opponent's play.)

18) The game is delayed persistently. (Rule 13, Art. 6)
19) An illegal substitution is made. (Rule 5, Art. 2, c. & d.)
20) A team requests a third time-out for rest after warning. (Rule

12, Art. 6, d.)
21) Extension' of a second time -out for rest beyond 30 seconds.

(Rule 12, Art. 6, c. & d.)
22) Delaying .of substitution after having used two time-outs Jor

rest. (Rule 5, Art. 2c.)
23) Player(s) "leave the court during a time-out or an interruption of

play. .without permission of the referee during a game. (Riile 4,
Art. f.) s,

24) PI er(s) stamp their feet and make distracting gestures toward
e opponents. (Rule 4, Art. 3, g.)

25) /Blocking is performed in an itrEgal manner. (Rule 17, Art. 4,4
& e.)
In addition to the above, mentioned instances the serving team

loses the service in the following cases:
26) If the service is not delivered from.the designated serving area.

(Rule 13, Art. 1) .

'27) If the player touches or crosses the end line at the time of
serving. (Rule 13, Art. 1)
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Rule 24. Scoring and Results of the Game

2 If the served ball crosses the net with the help of a teammate.
(Rule 13; Art. 3, d.)

29) If the serve is made out of serving order. (Rule 13, Art. 4)
30 If the service is made incorrectly (Rule 13, Art. 1 & 3)
31) If the players wave their arms, jump, or form groups of two or

more, the purpose of which is to form a screen to conceal the
server's action. (Rule 13, Art. 7)

.

RULE 24. SCORING AND RESULTS OF THE GAME

Article 1. POINT OR SIDE OUTWhen a team fails to return the
ball over the net correctly to the opponent's side, a fault is
committed. This fault is penalized by a /Ms of service: if the
team at fault was serving, or a point is awarded to the oppo-

_merits if they were serving.
Article 2. SCORE OF A GAME WONA game is won when a team

scores 15 points and has at least a two-point advantage over the
opponents: If the score is tied at 14-14,.the play continues until
one team has a lead of two points. (e.g., 16-14, 17-15, 18-16,
etc.)

Article 3. FOREFEITED GAME AND MATCHThe game shall be
forfeited by .a team which refuses to. play after the request to
start the game hg...been given by the referee. The score will be
recorded as 154 for each game of the match and 3-0 for the
match. Exception is failure to complete a game due to injury
(Rule 5, Art. 3d).

COMMENTARIES ON RULE 24, SCORING AND RESULTS
OF THE GAME

1) Score of a forfeited game which has not begun because of a
team's refusal to play or a 'team not having six players present
and ready to lay is 15-0 for each game and 3-0 for the match.

:4106*
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Rule 25. Decisions and Protests

RULE 25. DECISIONS AND PROTESTS .
. .

Article 1. AUTHORITY OF THE REFEREEDecisions of the ref-
eree are final.

Article 2. INTERPRETATION OF RIXESDisagreements with the
interpretation of rules must be brought to the attention of the
referee and solvedimmediately, as ey occur. The captain of the

: protesting team may be the only on to protest.,
Article 3. APPEAL ,OF DECISION 0 FEREEIf the explana-

tion of the referee following a prof of the captain is not satis-
factory, the captain may appeal to er authority. The referee
will continue to direct the tame and will make a report later on
the protest in question.

COMMENTARIES ON RULE 25, DECISIONS AND PROTESTS

1)

2)%.
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Rule 25. Decisions and Protests

time of the protest, with a clein+.4sioription of the situa
question, shall be put into writing immediately and signed by- 6
referee-vrd-'daptains. gait/Match sliall.proceed.as direCted
by.-the refer& . At the 'end .Of theisiiatch the protesting team Shall
make a full report to its go ,' ::'body or .the NAGWS rules
interpreter for a final declOn: .1.1tnpmtest it judged b the
governing bOdy or NAGWS rules, terPrelet tci.he valid, begin' the
protested game again from the, t oftheprOtestand replay the
remainder- of the match to conclusion:.The, decision to replay a
valid protest would.ultimately rest with. lhe two opposing teams
and their governing body. ... .

3) Under tournament sittiations.there Should-be a. protest committee
or interpreter who shall make funikdecisions on protestspertain.
ing to rule interpretation. Play should be suspended; until ani-
cision has been made-on the protest by this committee i)r inter-
preter. This decision will be final.

RULE INTERPRETATIONS
Inquiries on interpretations of rules may be. obtained by .

writing directly. or calling with a follow-up written request in
order to receive an offitial writtenInterpretation, to:

MARTY ORNER
10072 Hill Road
Garden Grove, CA 92640
(714) 636-9527
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CURRENT PRACTICES

In the transition to the international playing rule`s it is reco
that some of the changes will be more difficult to adapt t
others. This Current Practices section is included as part of tla
practices which can be considered as approved for this seascus).
the occasion demands_ They are not to be considered as c
the established rules but rather as expediences. Wherever p
is urged the newly adopted rules be adhered to. Whenevert
to be a departure from the established regulations, such info. On
should be issued., to all participants prior to competition- if
possible, prior to invitation and entry. :. 0- .: ../.Two changes seem to have caused greater concern thaii ot
the others, those dealing with the limit on substitutions an ch-
ing from the sidelines. The NAGWS rules committee had ed..
these rules to be more applicable to an educational expert

The official international rules, with the modificatio6s enticed-'
in this rulebook, will be applied at the AIAW Natio ion-,
ships for large schools and small schools. Such is also ded--:4 .for high school competition. ,...

The last three items (4, 5, 6 below) have to do wi tion.'
ot4cr than regular six player team play. They are ier-
batitn from previous years and it is acknowledged e are
probably more deviations than compliances in actu 1, usage. he
NAGWS Rules Committee and the Committee on Rules fAid i..o...
pretations of USVBA 'solicit the ,Xperien.ces" of those
organizations which do conduci:tn4 sponsor 'sps.ciale
such as beach play, doubles, triples, coed, mixect.ttiiilliles, etc::..

7; :.

1) NET HEIGHTIn prior years the recommended net height
.

youngerAgyers was no:lower than 6 feet.,For high schools
thewegulaY heights of. the .net fox' boys and girls should be,
saw as for men and women, 'respectively. The ;:42 ra:.'

V 11r) is widely usedloi bays,axid girls as well. !AN4':-.'-''':1,e
. :... ! ', ,
2) TIME (36MEIn circumstances where the 'effidt-o, ....,

-,meat en tournament or series of matches 4...4,).;,1., ct 21;15:-
herence to a time schedule in order to contple a,:t.. -, 1.." etitions,
the time game may be employed. Such tithe I be played
on:the basis of 8 minutes of ball-in-play-tim "'!- . ts, which-
ever ,occurs first. Such basis must be establ. '.efore the first..
game of a match. If one team does not 'have. -1, ad of at least 2
points %vhen tirnelas run out, unlimited ove gi shall be played
without interruption by any signal 'clesig,nating that time has
elapsed'. Teams changing sides during the final game of a match
when time is a_factor will do so the first time the ball becomes

C,i''-_
-...-; /-4,
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Jr( dead after 4 minutes of ball-in-play-time has elapsed or hen
one team scores its eighth point, whichever occurs first.

3) SERVICE Where- elementary and. junior high school level p
ers are in competition, it can be considered a legal service if t
ball is hit directly from the other hand of the server,not nec
sarily dropped or tossed. If this serve is acceptable, it should
established in advance or- otherWise agreed upon mutually befo e
competition starts and the officials should be notified. In su
levels of team play, participants should be encourage*Irel
ability and skills necessary for a serve which does.sa he re-
quirements of the written rule.

4) COED PLAYThe rules in general shall govern play for females
and males on the same team with the following exceptions:
a) Serving order and positions on the floor should be an alter-

nation of male and female, or vice-versa.
b) When the ball is played more than once by a team, one of

these contacts must be by a female player.
c) The net height shall be 2.43 m. (7'11-5/8").
diOne back court player may also block when there is only

one male player in the frontline.
5) BEACH PLAYThe rules in general shall govern play on beaches

with the following exceptions:
a) The net height shall be 7'10" on hard packed sand and 7'9"

on loose packed sand
b) Playing areas shall be changed during each game after multi-

ples of 5 points have been scored.
c) Ropes shall be used as boundary lines and center line.
d) A player may not contact the center rope.
e) A player's foot may be under the center rope if kthe foot

does not contact the rope.
f) If the sand moves the center rope because of a player's action,

it is not a fault. (Note: d, e & f are probably obsolete under
current center line allowances.) `

6) DOUBLES PLAYThe rules in general shall govern play for two .

player (doubles) teams with the following exceptions:
a) The court shall be 30' Wide and 50' long.
b) There shall be only 2 plaqers with no substitutes.
c) There shall be only 2 positions, left and right half areas.
d) The service shall be made from. the right half of the team

. area.
e) A game is won at 11 points, or if time is a factor, after-5 min-

utes of ball-in-play time has elapsed, whichever occurs first.
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, Instructions. For Use of
OFFICIAL VOLLEYBALL SCORESHEET

The scorer shall first prepare the scoresheet by printing the in-
formation required for upper and lower part of scoresheet. Scorer
shall then get the roster a lineup sheet from each team. The- team
representative shall write the player's numbers on the lineup sheet
before the start of each game: The scorer shall -verify the players'
numbers by checking with roster.

After the toss for serve and playing area, the scorer shall print, on
left side of scoresheet, the name of team that will play in left. area
-and, on right side, the team in right are and mark a cross in "first .
serve" square of team. serving first. The scorer shall then write the
players' numbers -in serving' order.from the lineup sheet and write
after captain's number. ,

A team's roster and lineup sheet should be placed next to,score-
sheet on the side which shows theiriname. 'The rostef should be on
top so scorer can verify the substitute by chee%the number withroster.

Scoring for ..rust round of serves should ,beiiiilack (or blue),
second round otserves in red, third round of series- in black (blue),
etc.

An eraser never should be used. If scorer personally makes a
mistake, it should be slashed, with reason for change written on back ,
of scoresheet (with asterisk).

The symbols at the top of the scoring column are for.ball in play
and are the only items that should be written in the circle. These are
for recbrdiiTh;.,...the serve of a player nd one of-the three possible
resultspoint, rotate o; playover. Sccirer shall draw the circle forthe
serve when ball is hit and not before or after (Circle should contact
bothlorr and lower linei). This gives scorer a required control.
Whe e referee signals point, the scorer shall write the point
number in the circle d draw a circle around that point number in
running score colu n_ A slash is never used in the running score
column. When th eferee signals playover, the scorer shall write P in
the-circle, and w enjotation or side-out are signaled, write R in the
circle. Write the symbol in a square when.no serve is involved.

Code letters, as defined ,in lower left corner of scoresheet, are
used for other action. They are recorded in scoring column, on
serving team's side of scoresheet, on the line of player next serving
the ball, before drawing the circle for the serve. If the action is by
opponents or gerving team; , an X is marked after the code litter. .

Numbers of players involved are written after the code letters. When,
points are cancelled, the codejetter is written next to the score in .
running score Column; and a line drawn through the point in scoring
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column. When cancelled points are remade, a circle is drawn around
code letter in running score column.

When. a team protests a referee's rule interpretation, the score and
time elapsed should be written in protest block and facts concerning
the protest should be written on back of scoresheet.

When sides are changed .during the deciding game of a match, the
code letter C is written after the last serve and also next to the score
in running score column.

When game is finished, the scores should be written in "Score of
Game" section in black '(blue), with winning team listed on top.
Time game finished should be recorded, and scciresheet signed by
scorer and referee.

EXPLANATION OF SCORING EXAMPLE

In this sample game, most of the anticipated errors/violations are
illustrated to give the reader an opportunity to become better ac-
quainted with proper scoring procedures. The examplerepresents
the official Intemationg rules allowing only 6. substitutions. Adjust
'for 12 substitutions rule.

In this 3rd game of the match, Blue team serves first.
® Blue 2 serves twice, volleys resulting in a playover and ro-

tate.
® Gold 17 serves two fast points; the third serve is a ro-

tate.
. S14/10 ® B14-8 serves their first point; the coach substi-

tutes 14 for 10. Besides recording S14/10 in the scoring column;
scorer draws a line through Blue .10 .in "players numbers column"
and writes 14 beside it, while team substitution #1.is circled. Player
'#8's second serve results in a rotate.

(3) ® TxSx5/20 (3) ® Scorer notices that #7 is holding-the ball
to serve, but #1 is supposed torbe the next server. Before the ball is
served incorrectly by player #7., scorer sounds horn (or whistle).
Position of Gold team is corrected before the illegal:service, and

.no penalty is given. Gold #1, the correct server, then serves points 3
and 4. Opponents call time-out, filen substitute 5 for. 20.- Gold
#1 serves one more point then serves a rotate.

.C) (::DI ®. Blue #14 serves three times, scoring two points before
losing the, serve. .

S15/7Sxf6./.14ex16 . Gold. #7, the captain, is due to serve, but
before d so, the coach substitutes player #15 for #7. Coach
designates ayer number 9 as the.pew floor captain. Scorer puts
small c next to player #9 in "players numbers column". The
opponents' captain substitutes player #16 for #14. Scorer immedi-
ately indicates this is a wrong position entry and refuses the .sub-
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....
.stitution (since 14 went into this position as a .substitute, only the
Original startiqg player may go back to this position). Sorirer cor-
rectly slashes through entry and does not count it as, a team substi-
tution; no penalty. Gold player #15 should serve, but #3 serves
instead.

(is) W3 1E) Referee blows whistle for service, and player'#3
serves the ball:Scorer marks circle forlthe serve next to the player
who serves incbtrectly and sounds horn to stop play as soon as error
is realized; Nit meanwhile, the referee signals a point. on the,,mis-
handled serve. Scorer marks. point 6 in the circle and circles point 6.
in the running score column. Umpire ihecks lineup sheet andscore-
sheet and agrees. (Scorer didn't notice wrong server in time to keep
player from Serving in the wrong position, and serving team is pen-
alized.) Referee takes away point -6 and signals/sidebut. Scorer
lines out point 6, writes W3 (player #3 was wrong server), arid puts
the penalty rotate in..a .square because no serve is involved. The
symbol W is put in a square by player #15 to show what happened
to the serve. A "W" is placed beside point 6, in the running score
column. '

.

2) AxZx ® Y2Sx11/4 i'V Blue #5 serves and the referee
signals playover. Gold captain questions the decision to playover,
then protests the decision and- the game. In a timed .game, scorer

.records time remaining to play (clOck -indicates 6 :minutes and 4
seconds remain), and the score at the point of proteStlia:Gold,5, Blue
3. Protest claims are written on the back of the sqbresheet. G a e is,
delayed while decisiOn is made on protest. In this case, prot t is
denied and game .continues., Blue #5 makes point 4. Referee h Ids
up a yellow card and 'points to Blue, #2, warning. #2 _to stop the
derogatory remarks towards Gold opponents regarding the protest.
Scorer notes remarks on back of scoreshget. Blue captaini#9, calls
for a substitution, player' #11 for #4, then Blue's next seritice goes.
into the net.

6 lSx e After serving out of turn,it is Gold #3's turn-to
serve (note same color twice on wrong server). The player series
point. 6, and scorer circles code letter W in the running score coluinn
to indicate 'point 6 was .remade.' Opponents call for a time-out.
Scorer records and ciles second time-out for Blue. Gold #3 serrey

9.4

rotate.
Q

. ...

Blue #6 serves,P.oitit S.kthen a rotate.
(1 Z CSx 1 0/ 1 44.21.)/-..(Z .N Yx ®f,® Gqld player #1 1 'serves

points 7 and 8. Scorer:i000Cliange of sides (point 8 is reached '
before 4 minutes elapseAS"'Ckwtes the change symbol C in three
places, ttvo in the runri*SOdi*,Column to note the score of 8 to 5'
at the change paint. iatfstf.then "the cks lineups on the floor. Before
referee blows Whistle fotlervice, Blue captain calls- for a multiple
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. substitution, players 14 for 14 ana'20 for 5: Scorer. circles team sub- 7
stitutions g'and 4. Since theSe plaYers are.the driginat starting play-ers in the game, titiey may. reenter the,game. in their:original posi-
tions:Gold'#17 serves point .9; Blue coach forgets and calls foi.a
-third tiMe-Out. Scorer refuses the time-out; referee. holds up yellowwarning card. Score,r slashes through time-out, shows the. warninggiven to.;he team., _and ifarks a third time-out in a square in the
center of the 'scoreslieet, with a sigh through it tq shoW the time-out .Was-not. used. Gold-4'11, serves point 10, then-serVes a rotate. --(6) (E) Player the captain, served pciint 6, then serves arotate.- °

S7/1.5 4/11 Z. Gold #9 serves, a rg..Ultiple,stibStitutiOn...
is Called 'for, player'#7 for, 15 ,and player. #4 for #.11; Gold #9,,
indicatt,that #7 is again the floor captain. Scorer slashes the cnextt o p li,Cer #9 in the "players numtiers andacttls a 'c'next ,to#7 entering. the game.. Team substitution numbers 3 and 4 ke
circled, Gold #9 serves a rotate,

This complekes the first. ibltrld of serves for all players. Scoter,
reaches for red.pen, ready for.trie.'siciend round.

(7) (a) F/'.7a4.'BIU..plaxer #2 serves pointS 7 and8. Gold captain questiop.s>t-litrfiree about the being inside oroutside,the There:is--ati..4S icial's Relay while the referee conferswith uMpire -and line liadgfAieferee changes point 8 to aplaycrier:
Scorer ,puts slash through th_.1-eferee's. first decision, writes, cdde,letter^ M; .anci, puts. referpOeseEond6leciSion in a square because np

`code
to po icrunning score column, scorer writes the

sei'e was used indicate the ball is actuallyN
code letter M.:Blue played #2 shouts a derogatory remark to the ''opponents (the second time). Referee holds up a red card,points to
offender, and signals Side-out. Scorer records remark made by player

-#2 on- back of scoresheet as well as noting technical foul on player , ;scoring column; the side -out is recorded in a square.''B Gold #17 serves a rotate. .

', ® ix3Sxi53 ® BIue,#&serveS point 8. Scetrer circles the'
M. 'in running score: column indiVing the 8th'.pbint is Igemade.
Referee notices that Gold #3 was inured during the volley and is'

-not able to rerhain in the gaine. Since Gold 'team has no additional.
'players , on its rosfer; a substitution ho 'his already ,played in
another' position -may replace the .injured player,' regardless of
position. Gold captain puts .player #15 in for #3. Blue #8 serves-;
point 9, then a rotate: . 'Aft . .

1.11 e . 'Before Gold ir-7serves, the coach substi-
tutes 11- for 4. Player #11 has already been in the.game once,.aqd a -
Substitute player who as* eady played cannot reenter the same
game (eiception: injury ). rer; slaShes through the substatutfon,
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shows player #11 has alrehy had the limit (code letter-L). No
penalty -substitution request denied. Gold #1 serves twice, making
point 11 and a rotate.

® Blue 410 serves into the net. On.
(C) Sx16/61 ax Ex2Fx2 Sx1V2 ® Gold Captain

-,7 serves point 12, and Blue captain calls far a substitution, player
#16 for :46.(Earlier in the game, captain tried to 11).it #16 in for
4'14, but the entry was refused because only the original atarting
player may replace a substitute in the same game.) Scorer records
substitution, but player #16 does not enter immediately, and referee
charges time-out (the fourth). .A technical foul is given (referee holds
up a red card), point 13 for Gold team in a griiiare. Blue player #2
loses control and verbally abuses the opposing team and official.
Referee holds up both yellow and red cards, calls the Blue captain to
the stand and advises that player 42 is out of the game. Scorer
records information . on back of scoresheet. Referee awards an
additional point to Gold team. Blue captain substitutes player #13
for =2. which uses the final team substitution. Gold #7 serves a
rotate.

cilD Blue'=20 serves point 10, then a rotate'
Sx6/16Lx ED Before Gold =15 serves. Blue captain substitutes

=t) for =16. Since this would be a seventh team substitution, the
substitution is deniedno penalty. Gold #15 serves game point,
number 15.

Scorer fills out the rest of the scoresheet in black (or bhie),
recording winning team, Goli. with 15 points,on topthen Blue
with 10 points, the time the game ended. Scoresheet is checked
carefully to insure its cOmpletell'eX scorer signs name and makas
sure referee signs name to all threelscoresheets.

A

4.1
a.
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TEAM ROSjER

TEAM
V

e.i-"°. I NO. FULL NAME

DATE

I

5
6
7

8
9

10
11

12

COACH

CAPTAIN

SIGNATURE

SIGNATURE
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VOLLEYBALL LINE -UP SHEET*
National Associatimi for Giris and,Women in Sport

TEAM MATCH

Write only the players' numberi

$.

2nd game 3rd game

NET NET

+ +
C Captain 0 Player serving first. Enter players' numbers in their
starting posSions.

)

May be purchased for $1.00 frocl AAHPER Promotion, 1201 16th greet,
'NW, Washington, DC 20036. 41: .
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AIAW NATIONAL VOLLEYBALL-
CHAMPIONSHIPS FOR 1978-79

Large College

University of Alabama
University, Alabama 35486
Ann Marie Lawler, Meet Director .

December 7-9, 197 8

Small College .

Florida Tech University
Orlando, FL 32816
Lucy A. McDaniel, Meet Direttor
early December 1978

tik

DGWS NATIONAL INTERCOLLEGIATE
VOLLEYBALL CHAMPIONSHIP - RESULTS

1969-70, California State College, Long Beach

1st Place: Sul Ross State Ur4ersity, Alpine Texas
2ndPlace: University of California, Los Angeles
3rd Place: San Diego StaieVniversity, California
4th PlaCe: California State°0511ege, Long Beach

1970-71, University of Kansas; Lawrence

1st Place: Rois State University, Alpine Tex*
2nd Place: California State College, Long Beach -.3rd Place: Southwest Teiiaa State University, San Maki
4th Place: University of Oregon, Eugene

,11K-
1971-72, Miami Dade Community College Siouth,e:Floridai

A

1st Place: University 4f_California, Los Angeles .'., .:i. '`''-..
2nd Place: California State University, Long Beach' 14,

,.13rd Place: San Fernando Valley State College, Calitifiiiii ';-- 4.,,.ti
4th Place: University of California, Santa Barbara '; --:4- "f

*-- :SS s
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MAW NATIONAL INTERCOLLEGIATE
VOLLEYBALL CHAMPIONSHIP RESULTS

1972-73, Brigham Young University, Provo, Utfh
4,

1st Place: California State University, Long geaci "4
2nd Place: Brigham Young University, Provo, Utah 44;

3rd Place: University of California, Los Angelesi,c
4th Place: Southwest Texas State University, San !Marcos

Large and Small Colleges
1973-74, College of Wooster, Ohio

1st Place:. California State University, Long Beach
2nd Place: Texas Woman's University, Denton
3rd Place: University of California, Santa BarbTra
4th PlacCt University of California, Los Angeles °

44,

1974-75, Portland State University, Oregon

1st Place: University of California, Los Angolesr..
2nd Place: University of Hawaii, Honolulu
3rd Place:. University of California, Santa Barbara
4th Place: University of Houston, Texas

t

Large Colleges
1975-76; Princeton University, New Jersey

lst Place: University of California; Les Angeles
2nd Place.: University of Hawaii, Honolulu
3rd Place? , University Of Houston, Texas
4th Place:' California State University, Long Beach .

,%

y.

1976 -77, University of Texas, Austin
/

1st Place: University ofSouthern California, Los Angeles
2nd Place:. University of California, Los Angeles
3rd Place: University of Hawaii, Honolulu f

4th Place: Pepperdine University, Los Angeles
5th Place: University of Hhuston, Texas

' 1977-78, Brigham Young University, Provo, Utah

1st Place: University of Southern California, Los Angeles
2nd Place: University of Hawaii, Honolulu

AIAW INTERCOLLEGIATE VOLLEYBALL CHAMPIONSHIPS



3rd Place: University of California, Los Angeles
4th Place: Brigham Young UniversitY, Provo, Utah
5th Place: Pepperdine University, Los Angeles

AIAW NATIONAL INVITATIONAL SMALL
GQLLEGE VOLLEYBALL CHAMPIONSHIP

1975-76, Idaho State University, Pocatello

1st Place: Texas Lutheran College, Sequin
2nd Place: University of California, Riverside
3rd Place: University of California, trvine
4th Place: California State Polytechnic University, Pomona
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AIAW NATIONAL SMALL COLLEGE
VOLLEYBALL CHAMPIONSHIP

1976-77, Pepperdine University, Los Angeles

1st Place: Texas Lutheran College, Sequin
2nd Place: University of California, Riverside.
3rd Place: University of Nevada, Reno
4th Place: University of San Diego, California
.5th Place: University of Dayton, Ohio

1977-78, North Central College, Naperville, Illinois

1st Place: University of California, Riverside
2nd Place: Biola College, LaMirada, California
3rd Place: 'College of Mt. St. Joseph, Ohio
4th Place: Florida Technological University, Orlando
5th Place: University of Redlands, California

University of California at Riverside

. Front row: Debbie Bock, Anna Mendiola, Nancy Morrow. Middle row:
Barbara Olsen, Julia Kleinman, Stefani Rudolph, _Mary Flesher, Stephanie
Atkinson. Back row: Lori Cape, Kerry Howell, Leanne Miner, Mary Kohl-,:
hauer, Saundra Stevenson.
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NAGWS AFFILIATED BOARDS OF OFFICIALS

The Affiliated Boards of Officials (ABO) is one of 9 structures of
the National Association for Girls and Women in Sport (NAGWS).

The following official statement of goals was approved by the
ABO Executive Council (Fall, 1977) in an effort to clarify the future
directions of ABO:

1. To improve the quality of officiating for girls and women's
sports contests, regardless of the level of skill/maturity of play-
ers, or the rules governing the contest.

2. To increase the number of competent women officials, not to
the exclusion of men, but as needed affirmative actin

3. To promote the involvement of women ink foverning bod-.ies of other sports officiating groups.
The purpose of the ABO is to promote quality officiating for girls

and women's 'sport programs by:
(1) Developing officiating techniques
(2). Providing materials for training and rating officials
(3) Ditheminating ipformation about officiating .

(4) promoting the use of ABO-rated officials
(5) 'Developing standards of conduct for officials compatible

with the philosophy of the NAGWS
(6) Providing the organizational and administrative structure for .

the coordination of Affilialid Boards
(7) Promoting standards with respect to fees, ratings and uni-

forms.

Approximately 190 Boards of Officials throUghout the United
States are affiliated. with ABO/NAGWS. These boards provide
opportunities for interested indiyiduals to leant about officiating or
judging and are authorized to give NAGWS ratings. 4

The Principles and Techniques of Officiating (PTO) Committees
for each of the 11 sports in which ABO grants ratings are specifically
concerned with enumerating the mechanics used by referees, um-
pires and judges in officiating games, meets or matches.

The Examinations and Ratings Committees for each of the 11
sports in which ABO grants rat4igs are responsible for preparing,
revising'and analyzing the officiating theoretical (written} examina-
tions. .

If you have questions concerning the techniques of officiating
volleyball, write to:

DEBBIE CHIN
University.of New Haven
300 Orange Avenue
West Haven, CT 06516
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Infer'nation regarding study queitions in this Volleyball Guide, or
on the theoietical examination on foaeyball should be addressed to:

MARY RIDGWAY
Box 19478, UTA Station
Univ. of Texas, Arlington ,

Arlington, TX76019
Additional information regarding ABO officiating concerns may

be secured by writing:
Affiliated Bo'ards of Officials
NAGWS Executive Secretary
1201 Sixteenth St., N.W.
Wishington, DC 20036

I.
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STATEMENT OF PHILOSOPHY
OF THE AFFILIATED BOARDS OF OFFICIALS:

THE ROLE OF THE OFFICIAL
IN THE COMPETITIVE SITUATION

Educational values should be of primary concern to all who. have
leadership roles in a competitive progra . As one of those fulfilling
leadership roles, e official must be concerned with promoting
those values and 'th the welfare o the participant. The unique
contribution of the cial is assu g equal. opportunity and fair
play for all. The official nti acts as an.-arbitrator; providing
judgments that are within the t and intent ei'f the rules. Decisions
are based on objective evidence, free from .bias' and from the,
emotion that often pervades the competitive, environment.

An Official enters the competitive situation with a thorough
understanding of the letter, as well-as the intent of the iules, the
strategy and skills of the , sport to be played, and correct execution
of officiating techniques to view the contest accurately. The official
maintains a friendly yet reserved attitude toward all throughout the
sport exPerience. The official is flexible, operating within officiating
standards appropriate to the ageof the performers, the level of skill
and the facilities available. Biases by players, spectators and coaclie
will be evaluated with an understanding not only of ihe,multiplicit
of. ways in which individuali may react to a competitive experienc
but also of the behavior appropriate to such an education
experience. Duties will be performed fairly, efficiently and with
drawing undue attention to the 6fficial. In order to strengthen the
officias effectiveness, personal evaluation of performance will be
made and solicitation of constructive criticism from coaches, players
and administrators will be sought. Though receiving a fee, the
ultimate reward to the official will be that of having rendered a
valuable, service to girls and women who have found personal
meating in expressing themselves through fhe medium of sport.

Cl
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'STANDARDS-FOR OFFICIALS RATINGS
IN VOLLEYBALL'

Note: Change* from the previous Guide have been indicated by
shading.

There are six ratings for officials, five of which qualify the holder
to officiate sports contests. Each is designe o meet the needsiprf
various sports events and to stimulate int est f individuals w o
desire to officiate.

The Examiner's racing, signifies the holder is qualified to rate
officials.

The Intramural rating qualifies the !folder tp officiate contests in
the school in which the holder is enrolled or contests of comparable.
level..

Apprentice rating qualifies the holder t9 officiate contests
ich may be adequately controlled by a competent, but Inexperi-

enced offici
The Loca ting signifies that the holder isoqualified to officiate

interscholast and intercollegiate contests requiring a competent
and experienced official. . -

The Stdte rating:signifies that the holder is capable of officjating '
any contest withinAke state or regiont*here the rating is awarded.

The National rating signifies that the holder is capable of officiat-
ing any contest anywhere in the United States: This..,Ning is for the

. most highly skilled official.
Specific requirementsfor all ratings are outlined below:

-Examiner

1. Prerequisite mu have held.; a state or national: rating for a
minimum 'period 'of fix years..(ine Six year need nat. be -consecu-
tive but must be within the previous eight-year period.)

2. Thy -cal eZaminatiort'.; national examination, minimum 82.
ton) twh years frbin next June 1. -

ewal: .
a. In 'order to be eligible for renewal, the candidate must have

been involved in the rating or training of officials: ,
b. To renew, the candidate must pass the national theoretical

exa ation with 'a minimum score of '82,
c. S ould t ing lapse for one year or less, the candi?ate

,i mains eligible for renewal. -.;

-,-

'Note th current NAGWS Basketball Guide for information regaiding ratings
in all sPo and for the most updated information about the standards and
practices the Affiliated Boards of Officials.
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ci.. Shtuld the ratings lapse for more than onse,year, the candidate
. must qualify throughearnim a State iating.
5.; This bating is transferable to other Boards.

Intramural Official

1. Minimum standards set by Affiliated Board.
2. Duration two years from next June 1. '

.Apprentice Official

1. Minimum standards can be set bx the affiliated board, orthese
,..standards'rpy be followed: . .

a: .TheoretA-al examination national examination,minimum 60:
b. Pradticil examination;3 - minimum 75; minimum number of:

raters: one. .

-! ^. Duration --- Tvio years from next June 1.

. ').ocal Official: ,. . . ..,

.1. Theoretical examination'- national examination, niininium 76.. ..-
,. 2. Practical examinatian2,3 - minimum $0; .4,nimum nUrnber of

- rates: two. . . ,
3: Duration two. years from next'June 1. . .-

-1,.

0

:4. ThiS rating isitransferable to other Boards. .

. \State Official

1

, . .
TheoietiCal examination national-ex ination, minimum 82. .

24i-,,pliiictital `examination2? minimum 85; minimum number of
raters: three.

5. Duration two years florn next nine 1. A. 11 °
-4. This rating is transferable to other Boards

,... ..:.

Nktional Official
'

.. .
.. . ,

National volleyball r 14-atings can be 'awarded only by.the.Natiorial -
Volleyball Rating. Team of the Affiliated. Boards of OffiCials. An
officialy'inlist apply to attend a national rating session (see

!.application forM, page 1,06). The following criteria are orisidered
.. ...T,,-.

.. .,isigheit. rating a-- may.. 188:eite;
beid 1iy. atianka0,1)

Of the doMmitt*14401A
iticaba -atlitittlating. Any rating team may include no more than Oie-E
aminer.

9n.

.3 Note commentary on !"Exiiisimeagg
riaiiiinatiaii.7 on pages 99 -101.

98 ff
ii l[at1>oods fOr hactical
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prerequisites to being rated by the National Rating Team. The
applicant must have:

1. officiated with a current State rating for two years or have a
National rating.

2. passed the written test scoring 88 or above, administered and
verified by the local officiating board chairperson.

3. officiated at a state, regional or qualifying tournament in at
least one of the two previous years; or must have obtained
signatures of three (3) different individuals who serve in any of
the following capacities:
a. college or university volleyball coach for women (2 maxi-

mum)
b. volleyball ABO National Rating Team member (1 maxi-

mum)
e certifying Board Chairperson
d. NAGWS-ABO National Official with National tournament

officiating experience (1 maximum)
officiating coordinator or tournament director of a state,
regional, or qualifying women's volleyball tournament (1
maximum).

A national volleyball rating shall be valid for four years from next
June 1 and is transferable to other boards.

Further information about practical requirements 'or location of
sites for 1978 can be obtained from your local board chairperson or
by writing:

MARCIA SANEHOLTZ
152 Newell SL
Seattle, WA 98109 .

'2p6 282-8929

The following alternative practical rating methods were approved
by the ABO Executive Council (Fall, 1976) for an experimental,
.peridd of two years (1976- 1978). These methods may be used for
all sports except Gymnastics and Synchronized 'Swimming. The
rationale for this experiment is to:

1. absorb officials trained by other groups in an easier manner.
2. attract and train new officials.
3. open new alternatives to local boards.
4. give local boards autonomy to determine local needs and set

their own standards based on those needs.
5. cut down on the person hours involved in rating and re-rating.

.

'These methods will be evaluated at the August 1978 ABO Executive Council
meeting. BOard chairperions will be notified by mail as to action taken.
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6. attempt to answer the frequent voiced concernsof:rnany local
boards abo.ut the present practical rating system.'

Authority is extended to all boards to establish theirown criteria -
and regulations (theory and practical) for Local and Apprentice
ratings in each sport,-in'order to meet their own specific needs.

Local-ratings earned by these experimental alteinative methods
shall be designated as LocalE and shall be non-transferable, except
as approved by the Board to which the official moves. .

The following guidelines for practical examinations are recom-
mended for earning and renewing ratings.

.I. New Candidates (inexperienced of unregistered officials)
X: The candidate should meet one of the following criteria:

1. attend a series of structured clinics set up by thBoard, thp:2
. nurnbcr to be specified by the Board or

2. secure a passing grade and the recommendation of thein-
structor in an officiating course at the college level (the
course must be approved by the Board)'or

3.- attend officiating' courses offered by .another organizationsuch as the recreation department or evening adult educa-
tion. Candidatemust secure a recOmmendation from said.

. cousSe. Such a course must -be approved by the .Board.
B. The Board should differeptiate carefully'betwe.en the criteria

for Local. and Apprentice ratings. Criteria-in addition to the
above might well be required for the Local Rating. .

C. New officials shall work with more experienced officials for a
, 'designated number of contests.

II. Renewal candidates
A. A committee of '3 examiners shall be necessary to upgrade a .

rating to the State or Naticrnallevel. In the case of basketball
and volleyball, the National rating may be e;rnea:only at an-, .RT rating session.- .

.
,

B. A ,eandidate who wishes to rutty at the current level (Appren-,
tice through National) mayi/ , `/
1. officiate a minimum pi 3 contests -cjuring which a mini- J

mum of 5. evaluators are invorved (present alternative -
method with redncUon of number of evaluators) or

2. officiate a designafed .number of contests per session, the
niimber to be determined by the Board.

C. If written complaints are received about an official renewing
as in BI or B2i,4 more fOrmal rating method might be de-;sirable;

.III. Registered officials (other than probationary)
: A. Experienced officials, registered by other officiating orgariiii-

dons, .should be awarded a Local rating upon taking and re-
ceiving a passing grade (as specified 'by the Board) op the

lac\ NAGWS VOLLEYBALL GUIDE
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NAGWS/ABO Theoretical Test (Form A or B) and by demon-
strating ability to use ABO officiating techniques. The method
of demonstrating shall be specified by the Board, bpt should'
recognize the official's experience and be as uncomplicated as
possible.

B. Registered officials desiring a rating-higher than Local 'shill
meet th? criteria specified by ABO on pages 97-99.

Emblem and Uniform

The emblem for Na ional officials in all sports consists of a shield.
Other emblems ire ailable for State, Local, Apprentice and Intra--
mural officials.

The official shirt for volleyball is a navy blue and white striped
tailored shirt or a navy blue and white striped jersey. A Navy blue
skirt, shorts or slacks, appropriate to the situation should be worn
with the shirt. Officials who receive fees for officiating arerequired
to wear the official shirt.
Note: Local Boards are encouraged. to adpt uniform regulations for

each .contest such that each official is easily identifiable. For
safety reasons, both officials should be attired the same.
The official shirts and emblems are available from The Hanold

Company,-Sebago Lake, Maine 04075. The company can also pro-
vide blazers. When ordering, send dress size and check or:money
order for correct amount. Anyone may order the official shirt. A
current rating eard must accompany an individuil's order for an
emblem; however, it is not necessary to send a rating card When
ordering a shirt.

An affiliated board may wish to have a supply of shirts-Or em-
blems for distribution to newly rated officials. A quaptity order
may be placed ohly by the affiliated board chairperson. It is not,
necessary that the chairperson's rating- card be enclosed, but full
payment must accompany the order. . -

Prices: Wash- and -weaf shirt, $7.50; knit jersey with zipper neck, -

$13.50; navy flannel blazer; $35.00; National, State, Local,-Appten-
tice, and Intramural emblems, $1.l5. (All prices are subject to
change.)

Shipping Chirac: 75 cents per order.

Official Unifornrfor National Officials-Rated by the Volleyball NRT's

Navy blue and white striped shirt manteactured by Flanold; navy
blue dress slacks (skirts or culottes are not acceptable); completely
white socks; all white and clean shoes; and no jacket.
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Note: When officiating within a loital area, a Natiorial Official' may
have to adjust this turfform.slightly to ensure. asy identification'

sportwithin a spo con est.. For regional or national championships
. this uniform will be expected, however. 1 ,...... :

. . .

Recommended Fees , .
.

Local -boards may espblish or negotiate fees, that reflect the
level of rating of the )official as well as,the type and level of corn -
petition within their lOcale. Boards are eneoura d to establish fees ' s.

irr conjunctipn with;loc..11 governing groups. T e fee schedule may
reflect differential pay based upon rating.ievels. ,

'Registration of OffiCials
. . .

Most states require those who Officiate either 'boys or girls'
interscholastic contests to be xegistered with the State High School,
Athletic Association. or other .administrative body.. All NAGWS/ :.
ABO officials who officiate high SchOol or junior high school games
are urgesj_to cooperate fully with their state regulatory body.

Amateur Standastof. Offieials
. .

An official who wishes to maintain, amateur status as a participant
in a sport-must be aware of the ruling(s) on arrpteur status estab-
lished by the governirig body'for that spor.,

-Amateur status is defined by high school and college governing
bodies as well as by the USOrecognized natio l governing bodies
for each specific sport.

The official who wishes to maintain amateurs tus as ipartici:
pant is, responsible for investigating the specific regulations of the
governing body with jurisdiction over such eligibility:

National Governing Body for Volleyball

The United' States Volleyball Association is the National Govern-
ing Body for volleybtll in the United States.inforniation regarding
the amateur statos.rulings of the USVBA may be secured by writing
to. the USVBA, 557 Fourth Street, Sari Francisco, CA 94107.

.' HOW TO BECOME A RATED OFFICIAL

1,' Study the ruffs, the article on the techniques of officiating and
the study questioris. -. .

2. Attend interprefationnneetings and officiating clinics of.training
..'courses conducted in your vicinity..

/ ,
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3. P- To some, officiating comes easily; to others it
c e result of hard work 'and concentration. Wel-

work'hard to improve. .
4i F93 chairperson of th'i iearestaffiliated board

,, when for ratings are to be held. (Consult list of
boards art Directory available from NAGWS/AAHPER,
1201. Sikt N.W., Washington; DC 20036, Cost:, $3.00.)

5. Take your membering that it is the aim of the Affiliated
Boards of OM- o maintain high standards for officials.

INFOVIATION FOR AFFILIATED BOARDS
A

How to Establisk r rd of Officiali

1. Establish . eed for an affiliated board by contacting
viduals in ea who have current ratings or whoare inter-
ested in standardizing and raising the level of. officiating bad-
minton, basketball, competitive swimming and diving, fencing,
'gymnastics, softball, (fast pitch and slow pitch), soccer,.
chronized swimming,; tennis, track and field, or volleyball in
that area.

2. Write to Edith Cobane, ABO Past Chairperson, PE 244, State
University of New York, 1400 Washington Ave., Albany, NY
12222, for a sample copy of an authorized constitution for.,
officials' boards and the Policies and Procedures Handbook
and application for becoming an affiliated board.

3. At a designated meeting of interested individuals presen't plans
for forming a board.
a. Choose a name which will permit expansion of fu nction as

need may arise; do not limit title to one sport.
b. From the group, elect a chairperson, .chairperson-elect,

secretary, and treasurer.
c. Form an examining committee of at least three members

Por each sport in which you would tike to give ratings, If
any member has been rated elsewhere, such experience
should be helpful; such a rating is not necessary, however.
It is suggested that members of the examining committee
be examined and obtain ratings from other affiliated boards
whenever possible.

d. Make plans for drawing up a constitution according to the
sample copy received from the Past ehairperson of the
NAGWS Affiliated Boards of Officials. Plan to devote some
time to the study of the rules andto practice officiating. If
possible, secure the acgistance of some rated official in each
sport for which the Board anticipates giving ratings.

INFORMATION FOR AFFILIATED BOARDS t oi



4. Send the completed application form, two, copies of the local
constitution, and a check for $10 annual dues (made payable
to the NAGWS Affiliated. Boards of Officials) to the. ABO Past ,
Chairperson. Indicate the sports in whicli, you wish to grant
ratings by listing the names and -qualifications ofs3 intereped
Individuals. Approval/ of the application coMe from the
Past Chairperion of the Affiliated Boards of Officials who will'
request- that examination packets be -sent to your Affiliated .
Board Chairperson for all sports in which. your Board is au-
thorized to give ratings. The process Of accepting an applica-,
tion for affiliation of a new Board and of requesting that the
proper examination packets be sent ordinarily takes several
-weeks. Prospective Boards, therefore, should-aile .for affilia

, tion at least 2 months before they wish to h,old'rating sessions.
5. .Administer Form A of the National Theoretical Examination.

Form B of the National Theoretical Examination may be ad-
ministered to those who did not pass Form A. The Intra-
thural Examination may be given as a practice test to those .
candidates pursuing ratings.

.6..To cover expenses involved in the construction and evaluation
of written .exardfirations, boards- should charge a fee each time
an individual takes a writifn examination. The Affiliated
,Boards of Officials Treasurer must receive 50 cent's for each

---- written examination given-by a board. Board fees can exceed
SO 'cents per test in order to cover operating expenses.

'7. Conduct practice sessions in rating officials All persons on the
examining committee who have not previously rated- officials

',should have a minimum of-,three practice sessions prior to
actually ratIng,.Secuie the assistance of a rated official iti,,these

-practice sessions if at all possible:
8. Give practical examinations to individuals who pass the written

examination. (Note minimum-number of-raters required to give .
various ratings on page 98.) .

9. Request appropriate rating cards from the NAGWS National
Office- for distribution to those who pas., the theoretical and
practical examination..

10, Send lists of approved officials to school's and other organiza-
tions in the area. This notice should indicate the'.fees for offi-
dating and should give the name, address, rating and telephone
number-of each official.

11. Keep accurate lists of all persons receiving ratings. Forward
these lists to the chairpersons of the Examinations and Ratings
Cominittees in those sports in which your Board was authorized
to_give ratings. An appropriate form is included in each exami-
nation packet. Due date for submitting all forms to appro-
priate E&R personnel: June 1.
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.
Adding SportA tepee:ion-1f Serficis. .

. Should A Board wislVto add ratings in other sports, he Chair-,
trersori of the hoard should write the Examinations and Ratings,
Chairperson (t and R) in that respective sport. (Note current

. NAGWS,Guide' for:that sport toidentify the name. of the indi-
vidbal.)he Board should indicate the names of a minimum of 3
persons qualified to act as examiners in that sport for the next 2

_. years.. Qualifications -and experieric,in the sport should be listed
for each potential examiner. Should yOtir, Board qualify, you will be'
notified directly by the E and R ChairpersOn- and will receive #,
packet foK administering examinations.

- , -1.- -
Maintaining

.
Affiliated Status .

TO maintain affiliated status in each sport in which it gives
..

ratings; a Beard must: .-
w,

..
14. Pay -due's each year to the ABO Treasilrer. (Notification will be

sent each fall.)
. 2fAubmit a yearly 'report to each respective E ind.12'.Chairperson

regarding the current status of rated. officials.. (Reports for each
. sport must be submitted by June 1? Appropriate forms. are

. included irrex#jzinationpackets1) , .. . '
3. Submit periodic accountings yearly to the ABO Treasurer as to

how many, examinations have been administered' '.- (50 cents per .
each examination administered-is dile ABO.) ,.

Note Examination packets are mailed yearly to:qualifiqd boards on:
.... .,

'ffitio1M-kairciedei._ . C .August 1 .Volleyball and Basketball r
TektillibbeV. TnialteriONet
September. IS -- Competitive Swimming and Diving, Badminton,

Tenhis ,October 1 Fencing
October 15 Synchronized SWimming, Gyriiiiistics.
February 1 Fast PitCh Softball & Slow Pitch Sqftball
If -you ,do not receive your .packetts) within two weeks of- the

above dates, contact tare designate E & ,12 Chairperson for all
sports. Exception: contact .the National /Office for Volleyball and '.
Basketball pickets.- . ,'

.

. r
INFORMATION.FOFAFFILItfATED BOARDS'
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NAME-

APPLICAtiON'FOR NAGWS -ABO NATIONAL
VOLLEYBA14 RA,fTING

DATE

ADDRESS: s; Zip
_ _ (City) . (State)
AREA CODE &PHONE NUMBER ( )

:LOCAL BOARD:
(Name of Board)

(State)

This applicant has passed the NAGWS-ABO National Theoretical
Examination for the 19- volleyballtseason,

, . . ,(year of exam)
Form A B , with a score of

(circle)

Board Chairperson Signature

I, , have met the following requirements to
(Applicant's Signature)

become an applicant for an NAGWS -A130 National Volleyball
Rating (check only, those which apply to you). (Note: In order to
qualify as an applicant, you must be able to check at least one
qualification from Section A AND one from.Section B.)

SECTION A:
1) Haire officiated with a current State rating'for at

,
least two

- years, OR
. 7 .

2) Haire officiated with a current N ioqal rating, OR

3) Have officiated with an Honorary ationathting .
a

SECTION B:
. .

1) Have officiated in a Regional or National Women's Inter-
collegiate Volleyball_ Championship in at least one ,of the
pat. two years,-OR
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2) Have officiated in a &sate ,Qu'alifying Women's Inter-
collegiate Volleyball Tournadrent in at least one of the past
two years, OR

-3) Have been recommended by three (3) 'different individuals
as defined on the NAGWS-ABO National Volleyball Rating
Applicant. Recommendation ,Form. (Attach forms to appli-
cation)

Rating Site Preferred (if known):
RETURN TO:

MARCIA SANEHOLTZ
152 Newell St.
Seattle, WA 98109 -

BY August 30, 1978

(This form may be duplicated.)

a 1 0 5-

APPLICATION FOR NATIONAL VOLLEYBALL RATING
a, V 5

1
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AFFILIATED BOARDS OF OFFICIALS.
National Association for Girls

and Women in Sport
ti

NATIONAL VOLLEYBALL -RATING APPLICANT
RECOMMENDATION.FORM

t

This is to certify that I have observed. - (applicant's name)
as an NAGWS -ABO volleyball official and recommend this official to
be considered by .the .NAGWS-ABO National Rating Team as an
applicant for the National Vcaieyball Rating.

Posiiion (check one): .

College or university Women's basketball coach'

ABO Basketball National Rating Team member2

Certifying: board chairperso,n3

NAGWS National official with National Tournament
ating experience

1 .

Officiating coordinator or tournament director 'of a- State,
Regional, or citklifying women's basketball tatirnaments

offici-

1 Maxiinum of 2
'Maximum of 1
'Maximum of .1
4 Maximum of 1

'3 Maximum of 1

(hisorm may be duplicated.)

Boa

- Signature

4

Date
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. .,
':VOLI_EYBAO. STUDY*CIOEtTIONS-

. 197849 .
N.

.
d

Revised by the-ABO Examinations
.-= and Ratings Committee. .

, PART I
.

. ..

blind=
, indicate the- official's deCision in the following situations, using

the key fetters in ,the space_provided in front of each -question.
There{,is only one best answer to each question. Assume that no con-'
ditions exist ether than ;hose stated in the question.

,

- ...Key: 1) Default. R Repeat the serve
'1.- Legal or play SO 'Side -out

continues /1.. p TO -Team time-out
A ?

warning
Poi-J- rft .

., AV
. ' . n,

4.
Buestior '

.
.

-1.° The RF on the receiving team inadvertent* touches the net
outside the tape markers while. spiking the ,ball to the .floor
of the serving team's court. .' 2. The LF on Teant.A.,the receiving team, blocks the ball to
the- door of T am B's court...The LF.,then completely
crosses over the centerline."

.3. - The RB is stancOng behintl the baseline and islouching the
left boundary marker of the service area when the ball is
contacied.On the serve. . .

.4. In a gym where hanging lights protrudi 9 ni. (29W) from
- - the floor over-the playing area the.receiving team's second

hit strikes a light.
.

Teim A wins the toss and eleits to strye first. On the firs/
side-out, Team B rotates-and thi player who started in RP'
becomes the server. .- -...

A player on the receiving team in one attempt -to play the ."
ball makes successive- contacts of a hard driven spike. A ,
teammate returns the ball to the floor of the-serving team's
court. . .-,:I.,,

7. Simultaneous contact -occurs between the serving team's
- spikcr and an opSoiing blocker while the ball is on the'

.-- spikefs side of the net. The 'ball lands on the sid5line of
1 the serving team's oOurt.

1 0 "1
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8. A player on-Team-A, the serving team, holds onto a team-
mate to keep from hitting the net while playing the ball.
The ball lands on the Sideline of Team B's court.

9. The CF °on the serving team spikes the third hit into the net
and at the same time the,oppo.sing blocker hits the met.

10. On the serve, the CB of the serving team. is positioned
nearer the right sideline than:the RB.

11. The serving team's LB and LF participate in a block. Only
the LF contacts the ball on the block and the ball falls on
the sideline Of f he receiving team's court.

12. Team A has 7 players on the roster. During the 1st game of
the match a player is injured and unable to return to the
game. On the next play, with Team B serving; a player
for Team 'A is disqualified for unsportsmanlike conduct.

13. The LF on the serving team lOseS balance-while completing
a play. The player falls to the floor and lands with both
hands partially across the center line.

14. The RF of the serving team reaches across the net to spike
the ball before any part of the ball has crossed the net. /

15. The CB and LB of Team A, the serving team, contact the
ball simultaneously on the first hit.rCB then sets the ball to
LF who spikes it to the floor of Team B's court.

16. In error the captain of the receiving team requests a third
time-out. .

17. The RF spiker on the serving team contacts the net on thg
follow-through and at the same time the opposing blocker
completely crosses the center line.

18. A player on the serving team reaches over the net to block a
spike. The.blocker misses the ball completely and it goes
out-of-bounds on the serving team's side. ,

19. The receiving team consumes .45 seconds during its first
time-out fof rest.

20. Following a point, the coach of the receivingteam requests
-time-out for.Sub§titution. The referee changes the decision
from a point to a side-out and,-as a result, the coach with-
draws the substitution request. The, team his used one
time-out-for rest. .

PA RT II P

Directions

Read the question carefully. Select'the one item which best
answers the question.

21. What is indicated by the symbol 2 in the scorebopk?
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A. Running score
B. Number of time-Outs
C. Second point awarded, no serve
D. Second point was an ace. -

22.: When the referee raises both arms above . the head with the
palms fprward, what is indicated?
A: Reaching overthe net
B. Held ball

. C. Illegal blocker
D. Double foul.

-23. All substitutes have been used in a game and an injured plater
. is replaced by a substitute on the bench who has been pre-i

viously in the gime twice in another position. When may the
injured player return to play?
A. The injured player may not return until the next game

-B. The injured "player may return on the next dead ball.
C. The injured player may not return during the match.
D.. The injured player may return after the 5 minutes allowed

for injury.
4.. Before . the start of the first game the umpire discovers that

Team A, the serving team, is put-of-order. What is the correct
:.procedure?
A. Arrange. players correctly; sideout is awarded.
B. :.Arrarige players correctly; no penalty is awarded.
C. Wait until Team A serves; correct the lineup, sideout is;

. awarded. . .

D. Wait until Team A serves; correct the lineup, award point to
Team B.

25. Team. A scores 5 points and loses the serve. Team B serves and
--before the play is completed, the scorer notifies the referee that

Team A served out-of-order. What is the correct procedure?
A. Correct the lineup, cancel points, award point to Team B.
B. Correct the lineup, cancel points, Team B continues serving.
C. Correct the lineup, no penalty awarded.
D. Correct the lineup, Team A keeps points, award point to

Team B. r
26. The coach of.Team B is granted.a time-out forrest. What is the

correct procedure?
- A. The players must remain on the court while the coach en-

tens the playing area t er with them.
B. The players may to the team bench to confer with

the coach.
. C. The coach may not enter the court and the players must

remain on the court.
VOLLEYBALL STUDY QUESTIONS, 1978-79 1 111



-
D. The coach and players must confer behind the baseline on

their side of the court.
27. Which of the following plays at the net is illegal?

A. The opposing CFs contact the ball above the net simul-
taneously.

_

B. On the first hit the ball touches the net outside the an-
tenna.

C. After a spike the player follows through across the net.
D. On the first hit for the team the LB passes the ball into the

net.
28. How doei the referee signal a playover?

A. Form both hands into fists, thumbs pointing up.
B. Cross both arms in front of the chest.
C. Rotate the hands about each other.
D. No visual signal for playover; verbal signal is given..

29. Which of the following are the correct time allotments for legal
interruptions of play?
A. 1 minute for rest, 2 minutes between games, 5 minutes for

injury.
B. 1 minute for rest, 3 minutes between games, 3 minutes for

injury.
C. 30 seconds for rest, 2 minutes between games, 3 minutes

for injury if the player cannot be replaced.
D. 30 seconds for rest, 3 minutes between games, 5 minutes

for injury if the player cannot be replaced.
30. Which serve is illegal?

A. The ball is contacted before the referee signals for the serve.
B. The ball crosses the net directly above the right antenna.
C. The server bounces the ball four times and consumes 4 sec-

onds before serving.
D. The-server

31. The CFs of opposing teams contact the ball simultaneously
above the net. The ball lands out-of:bounds of the receiver's
side of the court. What is the official's decision?
A. Playover because of simultaneous contact-by opponents.
B: Playover because neither team is responsible for sendingthe

ball out-of-bounds.
C. Point because the receiving team failed to return the ball.

'D. Side-out because the serving team sent the ball out-of-
bounds.

32. To indicate a player has been given a warning, what is the cor-
rect signal?
A. Show yellow card.
B. Show red card.
C. Show yellow and red cards together.
D. No cards are used werbal signal is given.

112
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33. The CF on Team A partially blocks a spilcigAilli The bail. re-: ,
bounds from the CF's hands into Team A's court. Which of the: f,
following is a correct statement? '
A. Team A has 2 hits remaining and-any player except CF may,

make the neat contact.
B. Team A has 2 hits remaining and any player may make the

next contact.
C. Team A has 3 hits remaining and any player except CF may

make the next contact.
D. Team A has 3 hits remaining and any player may make-the

next contact.
34. Team A wants to exchange team benches after every game while

Team B wants to keep the same bench throughout the match.
What is the correct procedure?
A. Teams will change benches after each game.
B. Teams will remain on The same benches throughout the

match.
C. A coin toss will be conducted and the wirter will have a

choice.
D. After each game the winning team may choose whether to

stay or change.
35. Which of the following is the correct specification?

A. The net antennas shall be placed at the outer edge of the
net markers.

B. The boundary lines are not included in the court dimen-
sions. .

C. The line is10 cm. (4") in width. j
D. The net height at the center of the coirtis 2.43 m. (7'

11-5/8") for women.

QUESTION ON THEORETICAL EXAMINATIONS
Inquiries concerning these study questions or theoretical

examination questions should be directed to:
MARY RIDGWAY
Box 19478
UTA Station
University of Texas
Arlington, TX 76019

1 1
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ANSWERS AND RULE REFERENCES
Part I

.

Question Answer Rule Reference
1. P C2,5
2. .. SO 20, 1
3. L 13,11C13,3
4) P 1,1;C1, lc
5. L ,

P
15,1;C15, 1
16, 6

7. P 17, C17, 4d
8. SO

.4.4e;

17, 2
9. P 18,1;C18, 1; 23,/ itt

10,. SO 5, 3; C5, 5a, b, c lor
11. SO 21, 2;C21, 2
12. D 5, 2n; C5, 3
13. SO 20, 1

..

14. SO C19, 2
15. SO 17, 2
16. ' W 12,6d
17. R 17, 3;C17, 3
18. P 17,4a
19. TO" C12, lc
20. L C5, 4c(3)

Part II

21.
22.

C
C

Scoring,
T of 0, Sig. 16

23. A 5, 2d(2)
24. B T of 0, Dut. Ump A5

C15,7 -
D 5, 4; C5, 6c

26. C. 12, 6b
27. 22,.1.
28. A T of 0, Sig 10
29.:
30.

C 12, 6e, f,..13,
1; 13, 3c

31. 17, 1
32.
33.

A T of 0, Sig. 23
17, 4a, b

34. A Cl, 7d
35. ' A 2,3

"C-Commentary
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1. Although there are few major changes in the article, there are a
number of clarifications that provide for consistency between
the rules and principles and techniques.

2. A substitute may not enter the court without-recognition of the
umpire or referee even if the scorer has-recorded the substitu-
tion.

3. Only the coach or captain can-request a substitution..
4. It is a penalty for delay in substituting after having two time-

outs.
5. "Disruptive coaching" from the sidelines a a penalty.
6. The poiitioning of the umpire was rewritten to incorporate

many of the techniques used by-interiaationally rated officials.
Although it may be difficult to position oneself in the desired
area due to gym facilities and .equipment, where facilities al-
low, it is strongly urged that all officials attempt this new tech-
nique.

7. A procedure for establishing ground rules has been provided.
8. "Either hand" of the- referee may be on the cable prior to ser-

vice to discern more easily if the ball hits the net on service.
9. A procedure for handling any rule interpretation protest has

been included.
10. A coach can make line-up changes or rearrange players up un-

til the time of contact of the first serve.
11. Prior to the start of a match, the umpire should indicate to the

referee the team captains.
12. The umpire should concentrate on play at the net and center

line by following the net from the bottom up.
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TECHNIQUES OF OFFICIATING VOLLEYBALL*

Revised by the ABO PRINCIPUESAND TECHNIQUES
QF OFFICIATING COMMITTEE

The following principles and technicoei of officiating volleyball
should 'be observed by all officials. .

Note: Sections which have been reworded or clarified are designated
by a check (V). Changes in techniques have -been indicated y
shading. '

hitroduction .

After one year using the international rules and techniTies, we
have taken a giant step toward helping the U.S. move closer to one
set of volleyball rules and techniques. for the entire country: The
transition is taking place quickly and-easily. We must continue to-.
ward our goal of having one set of rules.

The international techniques are slightly less penalty-oriented.
They allow for preventive officiating in some instances to avoid .
penalties and warnings instead'of penalties in other instances.

The international philosophy of calling ball handling is some=
what. different. The serve receive is called much more.closely. A ball .

passed on the forearms with contact above the first six inches is
suspect of- a double, hit. Tile second play, -the "set," is given more
latitude in handling because it is, the playmaker skill that' keeps the'

. rally going. If this skill is called too tightly, there is no rally; there is
no game. The rules state only that the ball may not come to "visible
rest," nor may it be hit, with more than one contact. As long as the ..

"contact" was not illegal, the ball.m y beglay_ediaany_mannerand---:---fitiniany body, position. poor execution 'of skill is not necessarily a .

. foul. Learning these judgments is ,what makes volleyballofficiating.
so difficult.

The referee and ,ninplie:irill find a much greater need for a close
relationship and even more communication, during -the match.
Although the referee will be the controlrmg Official over almost all

'aspects of the ganie, the referee must-constantly look to the umpire
for signals and decisions related to the umpire's responsibilities. How
Welt the two officials work together will have 'a direct effect on the
tone of the match. .

Our sincere appreciatiOn is extended to C.R. Ignacio, USVBA Region 13, for
sharing information from Power Volleyball Officiating
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The Art of Officiating
. .

1. Arrive early enough to observe the warm -up period. Observe the
skill level of the players. Sharpen your reaction time. -

2. Maintain an alert, active and dignified appearance at all times.
Avoid activities such- as lolling in the bleachers or around the
referee's stands, 'which may detract from the event. Make an
effort to meet coaches and captains before the game and' main-
tain a pleasant attitude toward both teams; however, avoid
-fraternizing that'is uniecessary_ or which may be misinterpreted
by the public..:

3. Be alert and on top of the game at all times. An illegal hit can
occur wit all playing techniques:Colicentrate on the player's
hands or arms as the ball makes contact with the player. Give
decisions quickly, accurately and positively.

4. Enforce rules without partiality and with consistency through-
out the match. In addition, it is critical to evaluate ball handling-
at the same leveel throughout the match.

5. When making calls,, it is most important to- in effective, -con-
sistent aryl positive. Allow no one to persuade you in order
to arrive at a dedision. Make your judgment on "what you saw"

. and not on what you '"think"' happened. Penalizd no one for'
your mistakes; call for a re-play if necexcary. If the call for the
infraction is 'late, let it go (if border-line) or call for a replay'
(Play -over; Official's mistake). -

6. Be quietly . effi4ent: Be firm, ,.pleasant, knowledgeable and

atieni-- '' r
courteous.! Dilly a sense of humor appropriate to the situ-

7. Refrain. from all i.iiinecessary talk and discussion with team cap-
- tains; players and/or coaches while on the court. Make your

answers to questions (should the occasion arise) conelte andito
the point. .. ,

8. 'Questions, if any (should only e by captain or coach and, only
when the ball is not in. play)( should be pertinent to thd play
and only when permitted by referee and umpire. - .

9. Command respect without being.over officious or intimidating.
10. Immediately identify infractions of the rules correctly by hand

signal. :
11. Learn to distinguish back line players by checking playerposi-

tions preceding the service and following theN4y: s.

12. The execution of the correct official harid signals should be
clear, understandable and sustairfed,.

13. Ensure a crisp whistle tone: The whistle should be blown with
authority and assuredness-at the moment of the infraction, and
have variations in tone to denote various meanings; e.g. foul vs.
time-out.
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1.. 14. The voice, When used, should have firmness and be direct and
responsive without being intimidating. Refrain from using in-
sulting, abusive or vulgar language to players, coaches, managers
or spectators regardless of the provocation offered by them,

I'5. Accept constructive criticism gracefully.
26. If at any time programs, paper or other debris are thrown onto

the court to such an extent that they endanger the players of
either team or interfere with the conduct of the game, .the
referee- has the right to stop play and if nectossary, cirdes the
teams to their dressing rooms While the court is being cleared.
While such a decision maybe a powerful deterrent to 'fi lrther '
conduct of that type by the spectators, it is a power that should
be exercised with great discretion. In any event, the officials are
not scavengers, and it is not part of the official's job to clear the
court. Simply withdraw to the side of the court and allow the
attendants to clear the court.

17. The referee is the "superior official" of the game and may
overrule decisions of other officcials when, in the referee's
judgment, they have made errors. The referee also decides when
the ball is in play, assesses penalties where necessary and makes
all decisions on any matters or questions not specifically coy.:
ered in the rules.

Controlling Play

Refeteeing in all sports is difficult, but the refereeing of volley-
ball, in spite of the referee's fixed position, is one of the most
demanding. The volleyball referee is required to keep constant watch
over all the space from floor to ceiling, every corner of the court,
outside the court, 'players on the court, substitutes, coaches, team
managers, trainers, other personnel sitting on the benches andeven
the spectators.

As the game progresses, there is constant change. No play is the
same, which is why the referee must be constantly obseptring and
ascertaining each situation: as it takes place. Consideration must be
made as to what the position is and in what form and at what timing
the play was made. Thus, any authoritative opinion in a Volleyball
game must rely on the subjective judgment of the referee.lt is the
referee's responsibility, and thereferee's alone.

Key plays that the referee must observe very closely are the
following:. .

a. Basic direction of the ball the source
b. Starting position of players
c. Smooth shift of position relative to playing ball

.4. Ball handling- tolerance (basic)
e. Serve reception
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Setting (relay play)
g. The course of a spiked ball
h. Net play (to.uch,- illegal block, illegal hit [spike}, etc.) --
i. Blocking and subsequent play (initial take-off and landing)
j. Unsportsmanlike condOct (any direct or indirect) ,

The most important characteristics a referee must possess are
leadership and dignity. It is the responsibility' of the referee to help
each player demonstrate full potential and strengths within the
limits of the rules, and not to act as a deprecator concentrating only
upon the faults of a player. Referees must realize that they, too,
make errors, and must not allow this factor to cause them to become
indecisive. The greatest frailty a referee can display is a self-
condemned attitude resulting in feeble whistles and/or indecisive
hand signals, which cause all concerned to feel uneasy about.thg call.

Play begins ind ends with an official's whistle. A rally is finished
by either the referee's or umpire's whistle. The referee must also
whistle when the ball touches the ground and/or obstructions, etc.
The whistle should be kept in the official's mouth dtiring play, but
should be removed if speaking.

Arm signals should interpret the events of the game and should
be held long enough for players, coaches, scorers, timers, line. judges
and spectators to see: The official should blow the whistle to end
each play, give the correct official hand sigiial with the hand toward
the team making the error, and signal point or side-out.

In some instances it may be necessary for the referee to visually
indicate the offending team or player.

The official should blow the whistle and give official hand signal
indicated in the following situations.' . ,

1. Illegal serve -3.

a. When the ball is not given immediate impetus upon contact.
(Give held ball signal.)

b. When the ball contacts the net. (Signal net foul.)
c. When the ball touches an antenna or does not pass over the

net completely between the antennae or their indefinite
extensions: (Signal out-of-bounds.) .

d. Wheh the ball strikes the floor outside the playing court.
(Signal out-of-bounds.)

e.- When the ball strikes an object over the playing area. (Sig-
nal out-of-bounds.)

f When the server fails to be behind the endline and within
the 10-foot service area at the time of contact on the serve.
(Signal line foul.) .

Nig. When the server fails to toss the ball from the holding hand.
(Signal ball not released or thrown at time of service)
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2. II legal play of the ball
I a. When the ball is not returned. within the opponents' court-

(Signal out-of-bounds.) . .

b. When the ball is not returned completely between the net
antennae or. their indefinite extensions. (Signal out-of-
bounds and point to antenna.)

c. When the ball is not contacted with a legal hit. (Give held
ball signal.)

Vd. When the ball is played more thakonce (consecutive hits)
by any one player except as provided for in the rules on
blocking. (Signal two hits.)

e. When the ball is contacted" by a fourth player. (Signal four
hits-.)

-f. When the ball is contacted by any part of the body below
the waist. (Signal contact below the waist)

g. When the all is-contacted by oneplayer While supported
by another player or object. (No visual signal.)

Vh. When the ball is caught or touched by a /Slayer, either on or
off the court, before it touchei.the floor or other out-of-
bounds object (Signal touch on ball.)

3. Illegal play at net
a. When the ball is held or pushed against the net. (GAT held

ball signal.)
b. When the net or an antenna is touched by any part of the

body. No foul shall be called if the ball is driven into the
net with such force that the net contacts a player on the
opposing team. (Signal net foul.)

c. When the player reaches over the net to play the ball in an.
illegal manner. (Signal over the net.)
When the playerre-athes -6--rtei:Te-fin an illegal manner.
(Signal line foul.)

e. When there is a center line foul. (Signal line foul.)

4. Ball played from an illegal position
a. When any player fails to be in correct position .during

contact at the serve. (Signal player out Of position.)
b. When a back line player blocks or spikes from a-position

which is not clearly behind the 10-foot line or itiimaginary
extension. (Signal illegal blocker or spike.)

c. When a, back line player plays the ball over the net from a
position which is not clearly behind the 10-foot line or its
imaginary extension at a height greater. than the torof the
net. (Signal illegal spiker.)
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5. Player enters game illegally. (No visual signal.)
at. When a player fails to follow correct substitution pro-

cedure. -
. When player enters the game for the fourth time.

c:.. When a player enters the game and becoines the thirteenth
substitute for that team in that.game.

d. When player re-enters game after being disqualified.
e,

I.

6: Game delayed
a. When more than approximately five -.seconds are taken to

serve the ball after the, signal 'to begin service has been
given. (Signal 5 seconds.) .

b. When a team takes more-than the two allotted time-out
pen-ads.

c. When a teals fails to be .ready to .play at the beginning of
each game, (Signal time:out to the team not ready.)

d. When a team fails to substitute immediately when an injury
occurs unless' there is no legal substitute, available for an
injured player. (No signal unless a team must take a' time-.out; then signal time -out.) a

e. When any act is done in a nmais ler to deliberately delay the
game..(No signal unless team must take a nine, out; then
time-out signal.)

. 7. Repeating. play. (Signal replay.)
a. When players on opposing sides commit a foul sinrlta-

neously.
b.--When-a--player-servesbefuic the referee sigriaTs for readiness

to play prior to each serve.
c. When the official sounds the whistle by mistake or there is

outside interference in the play action.
ch When the ball strikes the ceiling or apparatus,less than 23

feet in :height above the playing area or when it strikes an
c obstruction or. wall within-6 feet of the sides of the court:

.
8. Time-out

a. When a coach or team captain rquests time-out. (Signal
time-out.)

b,6 When the scorer notifies the official. (Point to self.),
c. .When an injury occurs. (Point to self.)
d. When any unforeseen problem occurs. (Point to self.)
e.

ignal su titution.
TECHNIQUES OF OFFICIATING VOLLE'YdALL 1
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. 9. Warning. (Show yellow card.) r
a. .COnlYOrtfAr
b.

..,..,e°114111.111*
Mairtar , A ..
.ktlartk.....

c. A-sking for a third time-olit.
10. Penalty after warning. (Show red Card.)

a. For repetition of an act for which a player,
has received a warning.

b. For a serious unsportsmanlike action even if no warning has
been given..

c. Vot-deiffiiiItibstitnktione efterhifiettio;
. Tovdisrupiise i:aiichinttrOniCtri(istaetinosi

1 1 . Disqualification. (Show yellow and red cards together.)
a. When there is a major breach of conduct which the referee

will not tolerate.
b. When there is a repetition of a serious unsportsmanlike

action.

Position or Officials

The referee should be stationed at one end of the net in a posi-
tion that will give an equally clear vie* of both courts. This posi:

tion allows the referee's head to be ipvroximately 50cm. (20")
above the Top of the net. Location andheight are important; proper
position allows the official to follow the play closely on both sides
of the net.

:714etuRprif-81104W...:-

'eszTAest .

6114r,..**

7. ,1

coach or teain

c/1 Uniform and Equipment

1. The official should keep a whistle on a cord around the. neck.
2. The official should have the warning and penalty cards at hand.
3. The official should wear' the official uniform, a navy blue and

white striped tailored shirt or a navy blue and white striped
jersey, navy blue dress slacks, white shoes, and completely white
socks.

122
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.
Dafinitions'of SkillS and fouls

Skills

1. Block: a defensive play in which playgr(s) place hand(s) above or
over the net in an attempt to interfere with the flight of the ball
which is being returned by the opponents.,

2..Dink: a fake spike. An attempt to deceive the defensive team by
lightly tipping or placing the ball into an open area of the court
using a one-handed (open or closed) action.
NOTE: In order to make thii play effective, the length of contact
with the ball must be enough td allow control of the ball but still
not so long that the ball is carried or thrown. Tolerance in judg-
ment oif this type of play is generally acceptable.

3. Passing': generally the first play by a team relaying the ball to its
setter.

4. Setting: generally the second play by a team relaying the ball to
its spiker.

5. Spike: a legally played ball (other than a serve) which is hit
forcibly from a height greater than the top of the net.

Fouls -

1. Double,hits
a. Setting: The hands hit the bail unevenly. The, ball is seen to

wobble or bounce in the hands.
b. Passing: The arms are seen to hit the ball with two dist'

contacts.
2. Mishandled ball

a. Setting: The hands are seen to hold, carry,.lift or push the b
with extended contact.

b. Passing: The ball is seenIto stick or have prolonged contact
with the arm(s) or arm(s) and chest.

c. Dinlcing: The ball is seen to be thrown or carried with pro-
longed contact in an attempt to change direction. NOTE:
Tolerance should be allowed with this skill in order for it to be '
effective. The length of contact should be similar to that al-

on the set.
a. Spiking: Catching or throwing the ball with prolonged contact.

Be cautious of calling too tightly the slightly longer, but legal,
contact of the off-speed spike.

Official. Hand Signals .

Note: All signals which are made with one hand should be made
with the hand on the side of the team which makeslhe error or
makes the request. After the signal is made, the referee should
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1
point -to, the player who has committed the fault or to the team
which has made the request.

1.. Point. Raise the hand toward the serirmgteam with the index
fmger extended upward to indicate one point. For the team on
the 'referee's right, use the right hand; for Ulf team on fhe
use the left hand.

.2. Side-out or change of service. Move the arni on the side of the
tearwhose serve it. will be in the direction of, haqeam.

3. Time- out(s). After blowing whistle, use following signals:
a. Substitution. Rotate the hands about each other one

complete revolution. -

'b. Time-out for rest. Place the palm of one hand horizontally
over the other hand, held in a vertical pOsition, forming the
letter "T". Follow by pointing the open hand toward the
team requesting the time out.

c. Time-out, official, Point toward self with either hand.
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4. Ball contacted more than three times. Raise forearm vertically
with four fingers extended.

5. More than one consecutive hit.. Raise forearm vertically with
two fingers.extended.
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7. Net foul. Using the signal hand, touch the net near the top of
the side nearer the offending team, and indicate the offending
playei.

8. Reaching over the net. Place the hand, palm down, aver the top
of the net. Simulate the action of reaching over the net. Point to
the player who committed the fault. -;
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9. Held ball. Slowly lift one hand, palm facing upward.

10. Play over. Form both hands into fists, thumbs pointing up.

11. Ball landing out-of-bounds. Raise both hands, pahns up over the
shoulder to indicate out

-0
L.)
r-4
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12. Ball landing good or play ceases without a foul. Point signal
hand down, finger extended, to indicate m.

13. Touches on balls landing out-of-bounds. Brush palm of one
hand horizontally over fingertips of other hand which is held
vertically.

14:Out-of-position. Make a circular motion with one hand and
indicate the player or players who have committed the foul with
the other hand.
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15. Begin service, Simultaneous with whistle, use signal hand to
beckon the Right Back with a sweeping motion. Place one hand
on the net cable:

16. Illegal- blacker. (Player from back row taking part in the block
which made contact with ball.) Raise both arms above the head,
palms forward. Point to the player committing the fault,

17- Illegal spiker. (Back line player hits ball to opponents' side from
within attack'.area and from above the height of the net.) Make
a downward motion with 'the forearm and point to the player
committing the fault.
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18. Delay in serving: Raise five fingers In a vertical position.

19. Ball vet released or thrown at time of service. Lift the signalling
arm inn extended position with the palm of the hand facing
upward.

20. Ball contacted below the waist. Point to the player who com-
mitted the fault with one hand and motion with the other
hand from the waist downward. .
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, 21. 11 touching object. Point to the player or object touched by

ball. . .

'1/1k

eioti I
_ .i.

22. End of game. Cross the forearms in front of the chest.

'NW

23. Warning. Show a yillow colored card.
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24. Penalty. Show a red colored card.

N/25. Disqualificatiort. Show both the red and yellow cards. Call the
captain of the offending .team and advise the captain whether
the exclusion is for one or more games or for the entire match.

Proriminaties for the Game

1. Arrive at the game 30 minutes before the scheduledlting*,time.
2. Introduceyourself to those who are in charge of the game.
3.
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4. If both officials have equal ratings and t ere Is no spe is
assignment, determine which official shall referee the match.

5. If one official has a higher rating, that official shall serve as the
referee for the match; the official 'with the lower rating shall
umpire.

6. Check the playing area to see that the net is the proper height
and that it is as taut as possible throughout its length.

7: Inspect the ball to see that it is a spherical molded leather ball,
uniform in color, and is properly inflated. (A rubber-cased ball
is acceptable outdoor,s.)

'8. Check that both teams are in proper uniforms (numbers, like-
ness of uniform and color.)

9. Meet with the captains and/or coaches to determine who will be
the official scorer.

10. Make sure that the scorer is located opposite the referee. See
that there is a scoreboard visible to teams and spectators aid
that someone is assigned to its operation.

11. Make sure 'team benches are opposite the referee and are at least
2 m. (6' 6") from court boundaries.

12. At least 15 minutes before the start/of the match, meet with
and introduce the captains. Toss a coin to determine choice of
court and first serve. The winner of the toss has the first choice.

. Discuss and direct the type of warm-up period desired by the
teams.

13. Give team members an opportunity to ask questions on rule
interpretations, local boundaries, ground rules and other matters
before the game is started.

Encourage honor calls. Players should be encouraged to call
their own' fouls, particularly on 'dose net plays and in cases
involving difficult decisions. However, the official is encouraged
to make decisions on honor calls and to overrule if the player's
decision is incorrect.

14. Meet with the scorer an& line judges to review their duties and
how the entire team of officials will work together.

115. The umpire is given instructions by the referee prior to the
match and shall assist in any way- as requested, in addition to
performing the specific duties stipulated in the Guide for the
umpire. Discuss specifically the responsibilities for situations
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involving net play (clarifying whether or not the referee wants
assistance in calling the top of the net), center line fouls, touch-
es on blocks, etc. Share any known information regarding pat-
terns of serve reception, plays, etc. peculiar to the teams in-
volved. The umpire is also expected io assist in identifying ball
handling errors where play is not Completely visible to the ref-
eree by signaling the referee. The umpire does not, however,
blow ,the whistle on the infraction. The referee is the superior
official of the game, which is of utmost importance when
difference of opinion arises. The opinion-of the umpire may be
given; the referee, however, has the final decision.

Duties of the Refine

A. Before the match. Conduct the preliminaries for the match.
B. During play

1. Before the whistle is blown for the fuit service, the referee
should
a. whistle and signal to the teams to line up on the

endlines;
b.. whistle and signal for teams to line up on the court for

line up-check (serving order);
c.. wait until the umpire has checked the initial rotational

orders, ind
d. check tha't both teams are ready to play.

2. The referee blows the whistle when both teams are ready
for play and the -server is in possession of the ball in the
serving area. During the servicethe referee's attention
lhould be directed to the following points:
a. Before blowing the whistle the referee should check.

the basic formation (readiness) of the receiving team.
b:

134

c.. When the referee blows the whistle signaling readiness
to play, the server shall not delay but shall then imme-

*diately initiate the service. The usually allotted time
for the server to put the ball in play is about five (5)
seconds to avoid penalty for delaying the game.

N/d. It serves is prepared to serve but may have been dis-
tracted and the ball is allowed to drop to the floor,
another 5 seconds may be allotted legally. If there is
evidence that the server's delay is "intentional" in
order to observe the movements of the receiving team,
or possibly gain "rest time," a "warning" is issued. This
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privilege may not be abused.leam pen4ty of "loss of
serve" may be assessed.a team when repedted.
IV server is prepared to serve and whistle has been -
blown but it becomes known there is a wrong server,
the new server say be allowecbfive (5) seconds provid-

ing there is no evidence of unnecessaw delay on, the
part of the serving team. Again, as in "d" -above, this
privilege may not, be abused.

V 3. The referee may call time-out and time-out for substitution.
For a substitution, instruct the player leaving the -court to
wait at the sideline with hand raised until the scorer can
record the number. As the substitute 'enters the court, the
outgoing player exits at the sideline. ,

4. The referee must work as a team with the other officials
(umpire, scorer and line judges). They mu.* be allowed to
do their own work. For example: )
a. After whistling for the end of a rally, the referee

should- immediately look at the other officials. When
deciding whether a ball was in or out, look imme-
diately at the line judge concerned if there is any
doubt. During the match, the refereeshould frequently
look at the umpire, who is positioned opposite and
facing the referee; to see whether the umpire is sig-
naling to her/him (e.g., four touches, consecutive
touches by the same player, etc.).

b. The decision whether or not a ball that went out did or
did not touch the block is made by the referee, the
umpire and the line judges.

.5. The referee shall makeAlecisions on infractions of the rules(
from the time the same begins until the scorebook is
signed. The decisions gull relate to acts on or off the court
during playing time, tuntout or between games,

6. The referee mustmake decisions on points not specifically
covered in the rules.

V 7. The referee is to carry out all responsibilities as official in
charge of the match.. Only the referee may speak to the
players, coachet and' team officials through their captains.
The umpire may not speak to the players, coaches or team
officials, and may not award penalties. The same is true of
the scorer and the line judges.

8. The referee must make the final decision in case of oppos- .
ing calls by officials. The referee may change her/his owe'
decision or thit of any of the other officials For example:

TECHNIQUES OF OFFIEIATING VOLLEY
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if a decision has been made and whistled, and then it is
seen that the umpire has made an opposite decision, the
referee may
a. if convinced of the accuracy of the original. call, repeat

that signal;
b. if convinced the original decision was inaccurate,

change the decision and give the appropriate signal;
c. if it is determined that a fault was committed simul-.

taneously by each team, signal for a play over;
d. if the umpire's decision is deemed incorrect, (e.g., if

the umpire whistled for an "out of position' fault
when the referee saw that the position was correct),
not accept the umpire's decision and signal for a play
over. -

9. If the referee sees that one of the other officials does not
know the job or is not acting objectively, the referee must .
remove the official concerned and appoint another.

10.

11. Handling any rule interpretation protest during the match.
a.

1.)

2)
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C.

C. After the Match. Sign the scoresheet.

Duties of the Umpire

°A. Before the Match
1. The umpire should arrive at least half an.Jtour before the

match and meet the- teferee. If the referee has not arrived,
. the umpire should begin _tht*,e-Mitch procedures. If the

referee does not arrive,- the :umpire; ;should. conduct the
match.

2. The umpire checks the ball."0,51 becomes personally re-
sponsible to the organizers for the gaine balls. N

3. The umpire times the official warm-up period before the
match'.

4. The umpire obtains the lineup sheets from the coaches and
makes sure that they are ilroperly filled and duly authenti-
cated.
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5. When the whistle blownl.by the referee for the teams togo on the court, the the scorer must check thatthe players are in their cotteat positions as noted 'in thelineup sheet and the.seoresheet. After this time the scoreris responsible. for the e.orrectlerving order.
6. After making this cheek 'thetumpire should

,give the ball to the servingteam. ,
7. The umpire- should stan&and.,be ia,a position near the postopposite the referee: '

trfuring the Match

2. Theurapire must Watch the receiving team.-for. players out
. 'of 'position at' the tithe' of service,

whistling an "out of position ault of .the team
receiving service, the umpire must indicate the. reason forthe whistle by pointing out the player(s) at fault:;.;

3. Concentrate on play at the net and center lint 'by following
the net from the bottom up. On net play,' concentrate on
the blockers for net fouls.

V 4. Blow :the whistle, if necessary, tcestop play and signal thedecisiOn for any fault 'except one of ball, handling. If a ballhandling, fault is not seen by the referee,the umpire may
signal it but the referee is the'only official whocan whistle the foul.

5. Assist efei-ee 'iii identifying back line players playing il-legally t4he net.
6. Repeat referee's arm sign4ls rorpoint and side-out.

. 7., Call tithe' -out for subStitutio,hs. When a player 'is substi-
tuted; the Umpire should check that:-

the,itilislitute is'itaildink, ready to go in.
b. b. thehiubstititted Over walks off the court with a handraised t ward the incoming substitute who is standing
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at the sideline between the attack line and the. center
line.

c. the ..scorer .has recorded,,tle..substitution correctly:
When ing substitigiqn"; the.4mpithould signal
install o the referee if/.the sdhstitliticiri-i.s.not.rnade
unm ly.

./ 8. The umpire 'y allow a timeu.t.:Only 'ilthelici/Pis dead,
and is responsible for the offiCi21.1 time,;-Of.time-outs. When- ,
ever a time-out is requested, the.:.uinpire takes possession
of the ball and signals to the referee the number of time-
outs already charged to each team and themiellS the cap-
tain and coach of each teamthe.ntiruber.ottittie;Outs they
have had. . '' ' -

9. The umpire signals any contact.".df the ball with the net
antenna or any time the ball passei:ov.er or outside the
antenna. . .

10. The umpire supervises the conduct .'01cbaches'and.,substi-
tutes on the bench and notifies the.: peteree if thereiis any
breadla of the rules. (Referee gives*erialtsi.)

11. During time-outs the umpire shall ask thestorer if the score
is correct.

12. The umpire must ask for the lineup tickets far the .folloy.f7,
ing game as soon as a game has finished, and' must insure '
that the two-minute interval between games ig.,not-.pro-
longed.

Duties of the Scone.

A. Before the Match
1. The scorer secures from the coaches the team rosters and the._

starting lineup (usually during the first "5 minute block" of
the split warm-up).

J2. If the teams have.been summoned to the court and the-scorer
does not have the lineups of both teams, the referee should be
notified immediately.'

%/3. After the teams have been summoned to the court for the line-
up check, the scorer shall check that the players are in their
correct order..

B. During the Match
%11. At each guest: for a time-out, the scorer shall'indicate to the

referee 'and.. uintiire and announce the numher. of time-outs
useklity eachtemn.

%/2. D'uringthe match the scorer should check Olin at ,each rota-
, tion, the server is the player whose number appears on the

scoresheet. If the serving team is about to serve out of rota-
.%
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don, the scorer should blow a whistle and advise the team ,
of correct serving order so that no fault is committed. If the
scorer forgets to check proper serving order, and the wrong
server contacts the ball, the serving -team will be penalized
(should there in fact be an error).

3. The scorer signals the change of sides whey the leading team
has eight points in the deciding game.

4. The scorer signals the referee and disallows any illegal substi-
tutibn, even if it has already been recorded.

5. The scorer may draw attention to the fact that there is a mis-
take with either a whistle or the horn.

N/C. End of Match
The scorer signs the scoresheet and secures the referee's signa-ture.

Duties of Line Judges

1. When there are two line judges, they should be placed at the LB
corners and each should watch the nearest sideline and endline.

2. Each shall have a flag with which to signal.
3. The lineudges shall:

a. Assist the referee in calling balls landing near the lines, or pass-
ing over the net and touching, passing over, or passing outside
the net antenna.

b. Assist the referee in making decisions related to foot faults in
serving.

4. The referee can request the line judges to indicate with the flag
when a ball, whichois "out," was contacted on the receiving
team's side. This practice is recommended when experienced line
judges are used and/or extensive blocking by the teams is likely to
Occur.

N/5. The following techniques are to be used by the line judges:
t

Ball Contacted; ; .: Ei.ill Out
By A. Play0:, i- ..,, ...,1.,.. :
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COURT/GAME PROTOCOL
The following are the standard procedures used in all official

volleyball competitions:
At the Start of Match

A. Well ahead of the start of the match (15 minutes before game
time), referee calls team captains together for the "toss of
the coin" for choice of service or playing area. If the teams
wish to do part of their pre-game warmup with only their
own team on the court, whoever elects to serve first would
have to take the first 5 minutes of the official "warm-up"
period. The other team waits and takes its turn immediately
after the first 5 minutes is over. Each team's serving practice
may be included in its 5 minutes or the referee may direct
that there be two minutes of serving by both teams concur-
rently at the completion of the two 5-minute warm-up
periods. (Lineup sheets are normally handed by the umpire
to the coaches during the first 5-minute warm-up period and
are nicked up shortly thereafter for offiqial recording by the
official scorer before the match begins.

B. At the conclusion of the authorized official "warm-up"
period, the referee or umpire blows the whistle and asks all
players to cease warming up and leave the court.

C. The referee and other officials assume their "respective posi-
tions.

D. The referee signals with the whistle and a motion of the hand
for the teams (six starting players of each team) to line up at
the endlines of their respective playing areas.

E. When the teams are ready, facing each other; a signal with
the whistle and a hand motion is given both teams to take up
their respective positions on the court. At this point, official
lineups of both teams are checked by the scorer assisted by
the umpire.

F. As soon as players of both teams are ready, the whistle is
blown and a visual signal is given for the serving team to
commence play.

End of Game and Start of Next Game
G. Immediately following the blowing of the whistle indicating

end of game, players should line up at the end line.
H. As-soon as both teams are ready, the referee signals with

whistle and hand motion to the teams to change sides. Team
captains lead their players in a single Iine, counterclockwise
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around the court (running) to the opposite side, lining up at
the end line, facing the net.

VI. When all players are in their positions, the referee signals
with whistle and motion of the hand a dismissal between
games.. Players may now gather at the side line and speak
with their coach for the. duration of the intermission. The
intermission begins when the umpire sees that the 15th point
is recorded. When matches favor the best three out of five
game decision, there shall be a 5-minute intermission before
the fifth game. -

J. When the time of the intermission (authorized rest period
between games) is up, the referee signals the players to return
to the end line for the start of the next game.

Change of Sides in Deciding 3rd or 5th Game of the Match
K. Follow the same procedure in "Changing Sides Between\

Games," except that play resumes immediately its soon as
teams have changed sides. No change shall be made in the
players' relative positions or the alternation or rotation 'of
the service because of this change of playing areas.

End of Match ,

L Following the blowing of the whistle by the referee indicating
"end of match," referee signals teams to position themselves
at the endlines.

M. As soon as all players arc in this position, referee blows the
whistle and motions (use both hands) both teams .to move .

toward the net where they tneet and shake hands. Now the
officials may leave their positions with the exception of the
referee who should immediately check with the scorer fora
check and authentication of the scoresheet.

N. The referee and umpire may then, leave the playing area for
the officials' room immediately after the scoresheet is 'au-
thenticated. (Neither the referee _nor the umpire' should'
entertain any discussion about the match after the match is
overit is unethical and completely unnecessary.

QUESTIONS ON TECHNIQUES
Inquiries regarding officiating techniques in volleyball

should be directed to:
DEBORAH CHIN
University of New Haven
300 Orange Avenue
West Haven, CT 06516
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Get
Involved!
For membership
information write: ' <

NAGWS , ; +"
1201 - 16th St., N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036

the National` Association'
or Girls & Wpmen in Sport.

A national association .devoted
to creating sport- 6pportmities
for all females . ages, all
levels
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NAGWS SPORTS LIBRARY

SPORTS GUIDES, RULEBOOKS, TIPS & TECHNIQUES BOOKS

See listing inside front cover.

SCOREBOOKS
Available for basketball, field hockey, softball and volleyball

SELECTED SPORTS ARTICLES

Available for archery, basketball, field hockey, gymnastics, lacrosse,
and riding.

NAGWS AND AIAW SPECIAL PUBLICATIONS

AIAW HANDBOOK and DIRECTORY
BIBLIOGRAPHY OF RESEARCH INVOLVING FEMALE SUB-

JECTS
EQUALITY IN SPORT FOR WOMEN
WOMEN'S ATHLETICS: COPING WITH CONTROVERSY
FUNDAMENTALS OF ATHLETIC TRAINING FOR. WOMEN
LEAGUE CONSTITUTION AND BYLAWS FOR GIRLSINTER-

SCHOLASTIC SPORTS A SUGGESTED GUIDE
MOTIVATION IN COACHING A TEAM SPORT
NAGWS RESEARCH REPORTS II and III
RIDING STANDARDS (Revised 1978)

I

RELATED AAHPER PUBLICATIONS
COMPLYING WITH TITLE IX IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND

SPORTS
DEVELOPMENT OF HUMAN VALUES THROUGH SPORTS
DRUGS AND THE COACH
THE WINNING EDGE (sports psychology)
NUTRITION FOR ATHLETES
PROGRAMS THAT WORK TITLE IX
RULES FOR COEDUCATIONAL A'CTIVITIES AND SPORTS
SPORTS SKILLS TEST MANUALS (for archery, basketball, soft-

ball, volleyball)
INTRAMURAL IDEAS
INTRAMURAL PORTFOLIO
SAFETY IN TEAM SPORTS
SAFETY IN INDIVIDUAL AND DUAL SPORTS
SAFETY IN AQUATIC ACTIVITIES

For current prices and order information, write AAHPER Promotion
Unit, 1201 16th St., N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036.
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